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EDITORIAL 
Nothing Ventured, Nothing Gained 
by Nityananda das 

Since time immemorial, there has been an ongoing struggle 
between the devotees and the demons, the devas and the 
asuras. From 1985 through 1988, New Jaipur suffered from 
severe legal attacks incident to the Robin George case. The· 
anti-cultists claimed that the fledgling community of the Old 
South Vedic Society was in fact a phony front corporation 
hiding the personal assets of Nico Kuyt, a defendant in the 
~alifornia case. Huge legal fees were incurred and an expen
sive settlement was made three days prior to a trial in which 
we could expect little justice. A small town in Mississippi was 
no place to expect a fair trial, considering the southern Baptist 
and redneck atmosphere. Subsequent to that settlement, we 
thought we had cleared our last hurdle, and we proceeded to 
expand New Jaipur in a big way. 

By 1991 New Jaipur had grown to 45 devotees. The 
gurukula had 15 students and four teachers. Govinda' s Health 
Foods was doing well and we had two grand antique stores on 
Natchez's antique row. The Vedic Cultural Museum at 
Gloucester introduced 5000 people a year to transcendental 
philosophy and Srila Prabhupada's association. Life estates 
were granted, the oxen were being trained and worked, eight 
books had been published. New Jaipur was a thrivingPrabhu
pada Center, preaching actively in many directions. 
Vamashrama dharma was seen manifesting at last, and the 
~nthusiasm and exp~ctations for New Jaipur was great, both 
10 and out of the project. We were prepared to spend our lives 
in New Jaipur to fulfill Srila Prabhupada's mission. 

But, alas, our enemies thought they had found a flaw which 
they could exploit to destroy New Jaipur. There was a suspi
cion that "drug paraphernalia" was being sold in New Jaipur. 

On March 1, 1991, deputies from seven different federal, 
s~te and local agencies perfomIed a coordinated and complex 
raid of New Jaipur, hitting seven locations simultaneously. 
No drugs were found (much to their disappointment). Doors 
were broken down and every dwelling searched painstak
ingly. Agents at Cedars and Lagonia (the famI) concluded that 
a church and school were the basis of the New Jaipur commu
nity. Agents raiding Govinda's Health Foods (downtown) 
found nothing of interest. At Gloucester, personal records and 
a computer used for book edi ting were seized. In the rear of the 
anlique stores was the Vedic River warehouse, where the 
Vedic River devotional supplies and literature was stacked 
next to incense, novelties and the "drug paraphernalia." Vari
ous scales, cigarette papers, military surplus gasmasks, jew
elry safe-cans and coin envelopes were confiscated by US 
Customs (deemed illegal), as well as computers, a truck, cash 
and files. 

The next week, the local as~istant District Attorney seized 

the antique stores, with offices and Vedic River warehouse 
claiming these buildings were the seat ofa drug paraphemali~ 
business. A few days later, the Gloucester Vedic Cultural 
Museum was also seized. We have not beenable to care for the 
Deities of Gour Nitai or Srila Prabhupada since four months 
ago. Personal items in Gloucester and the antique shops were 
not released. ConsigrLffient antiques were not released. The 
other properties, namely Govinda's Health Foods and the 
farm of 200 acres, were not physically seized, but notice was 
given by the state that they intended to forfeit them at a special 
hearing on July 22. 

We attempted to reason with the government, but to no 
avail. Their dictate was to surrender all our properties. They 
are threatening felony charges as well. Not certain of the 
outcome of the property forfeiture claims by the state, we 
would not put more money into the mortgages as they became 
delinquent. Gloucester was to be auctioned on the courthouse 
steps June 28. Old South Vedic Society filed for bankruptcy 
protection, Chapter 11, at 4:30 p.m., June 27. Only 3 weeks 
more would have got us to the hearing, at which time we are 
hopeful of regaining clear title to our properties. Witnesses 
and evidence are now being assembled to present our defense: 
that no drug paraphernalia was found at any of the society 
properties, and the entire matter was one of religious persecu
tion. The judge and district attorney have made clear their 
goal: "We don't want Hare Krishnas in our town." 

A few weeks after the initial raids, at the height of uncer
tainty, intimidation and fear of further harassment, the devo
tees in New Jaipur decided to leave their beloved dream and 
project. One by one, they departed, mostly to the Gainesville 
farm area. The cows were sent to Florida, lest they be seized 
and slaughtered. The gurukula classrooms are empty and 
silent, the Deities cared for by one last remaining devotee on 
a minimal schedule. The antique stores are dark, with posters 
on the windows, "SEIZED". 

Various options are being considered for the future of the 
Old South Vedic Society. We may make another go of it in 
Mississippi, but, frankly, the prejudice and good old boy 
politics in small town Mississippi may be fatal for unwanted 
cults like the Hare Krishnas. Trying to incorporate lessons 
from the experience in Mississippi, the Old South Vedic 
Society may move elsewhere and set up new programs for the 
preaching of Srila Prabhupada's mission. But wherever we 
go, the theme will be: keep Srila Prabhupada in the center and 
realize varnashrama dharma. 

Why did this happen to New Jaipur? 
Some say it is a reaction to the offenses committed by VVR 

and its editors; that the criticism ofISKCON, the GBC and the 
present guru system caused the destruction of New Jaipur. But 
government harassment in England, India, Argentina and 
many other places could not be explained in this way, and 
perhaps whenever there is bold preaching, the forces of 
opposition will step forward. 

Some say that certain GBC members have employed tantric 
yogis to curse New Jaipur. At the 1991 Mayapur GBC meet
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ings it was a major topic of discussion among the GBC elite: 
the use of "Vaisnava" tantric yoga and rituals for expelling 
poisons and ghosts from the body and mind. 

Some say that we can always expect to be put into difficulty 
for our own purification and advancement; it is simply 
Krishna's mercy. Attachments certainly were cut and realiza
tions certainly were many. 

Some say that the planets had positioned in such a manner 
causing influences which resulted in what occurred. Even for 
a devotee, it is extremely difficult to change the influences of 
negative planetary alignments. A devotee, however, turns to 
Krishna whenever difficulties arise, thus progressing in spiri
tuallife. 

Nevertheless, New Jaipur will reappear again, soon and 
somewhere, as a rural devotional community, dedicated to 
Srila Prabhupada and His teachings. We apologize for the 
delay in the VVR, but all subscriptions will be honored by the 
proper number of issues, which will henceforward come out 
irregularly rather than quarterly. 

Please continue to 
send your letters, articles, donations, subscriptions and Vedic 
River Devotional Supplies orders to our Mississippi address 
in the front cover. Hare Krsna. 

ANAPOLOGY
 
by Jayadvaita Swami
 

Editor in Chief BTG
 
(This appeared in the premier BTG)
 

In the difficult times after Srila Prabhupada departed this 
world, misunderstandings arose on a crucial issue: Who 
would be the next spiritual master? Srila Prabhupada had 
clearly taught that he wanted all his disciples to follow his 
teachings, teach them to others, and thus become spiritual 
masters. 

But by the influence of maya, illusion, a different idea soon 
evolved-that Srila Prabhupada had appointed eleven "pure 
devotees" to serve as the gurus after him. These eleven, the 
idea went, should each serve as the spiritual master for a 
specific geographical "zone" of the world. This zonal guru 
system, as it came to becalled, prevailed in ISKCON for about 
ten years, until its falseness became clearand an ever-growing 
reform movement overthrew it and reasserted Srila 
Prabhupada's original instructions. In 1986, ISKCON' s Gov
erning Body Commission formally dismantled the system. 

In the years till then, Back to Godhead sometimes reflected 
and supported the erroneous zonal guru system. Here, there
fore, we wish to admit this mistake. I was managing editor for 
some of those years. And Satsvarupa Dasa Goswami was 
editor in chief. He joins with me in apologizing to our readers 
forBTG's conformity to the "zonal guru" error. In particular, 

we express our heartfeltapologies for contributing to the hurts 
and wrongs devotees endured when ISKCON diverged from 
Srila Prabhupada's instructions. 

May Lord Krsna henceforward keep us straight on the path 
of Krsna consciousness, as Srila Prabhupada taught it. Hare 
Krsna. 

ANONYMOUS COMMENTS: 
It is always commendable to apologize in public when one 

realizes an error has been committed. Yet, why is it coming 
five years after the GBC supposedly dismantled the zonal 
acharya system? If the GBC and BTG were capable ofaggres
sively (to say the least) propagating a ten year "mistake", then 
why should we now have faith that their current, in-vogue 
policies are any more perfect? The history of policy and 
philosophy adjustments and tamperings have been numerous 
in the last 14 years: our heads are left spinning. How can we 
trust ISKCON's official current guru system, considering 
their ten year goof? lt is also pitiful that such a serious 
deviation effecting so many devotees r.eceives such a brief 
"brush-off'. This apology seems more of a gloss-over, as we 
all know that several zonal gurus are still maintaining zonal 
acharya practices in their "zones". 

How about an HONEST, IN-DEPTH EXPLANATION, 
detailing the hows, whys and future prevention of this colossal 
ten year hoax? Where has the GBC or BTG detailed and 
rectified their huge error? And why do they refuse to allow 
open discussions on past mistakes, current deviations and 
philosophical debate on their policies? To keep straight on the 
path of Krsna consciousness will require more openness and 
coming clean by the past perpetrators of the zonal acharya 
hoax than the above paltry apology, and then the worldwide 
body of devotees will want a period of open analysis, discus
sion and research to arrive at a NON-CHEATING CONSEN
SUS for the future of ISKCON. 

Why Interfaith?
 
ISN'T VISHNU SUPREME? 

Kirtanananda Swami Speaks: 
How can we say we're interfaith and still say Vishnu is 

supreme? Interfaith means that first of all, you have faith. If 
you don't have faith, you don't have interfaith. What is that 
faith? Well, we can say that it is faith in what is. God is what 
is. God is perfect and everything He does is perfect. That 
conviction is found in every tradition. That is the basis of 
interfaith. 

Interfaith means to have faith that I am not this body. I am 
spirit soul, part and parcel of the Supreme Spirit Soul. That 
Supreme may be called by different names. He may be 
worshipped by different rituals or practices, but He is One. He 
is the Whole. Krishna says in the fourth chapter of Gita: 
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"When you have thus learned the truth, you will know that 
all living beings are My parts and parcels, they are in Me, they 
are mine." [BG 4.34] 

The truth IS there is only One. We are all a part of One. We 
may be infinitesimal, but we are a part, and we can never rest 
until we work consciously and harmoniously with the Whole. 

Individuality, sectarianism, is fine whenperformed harmo
niously for the enjoyment of the whole. We don't advise 
anyone to give up his religious practice. We also don't advise 
anyone to create a hodge-podge, a little bit from this religion, 
a little bit from that religion. 

What we do say is-let's all become perfect in our practice. 
Christians should become perfect Christians. Muslims should 
become perfect Muslims, Hindus perfect Hindus, Buddhists 
perfect Buddhists-we should all become perfect. 

When we connect with the Whole, we become perfect. The 
perfection is not ours. The perfection is the Whole. The Whole 
is perfect, always was perfect, can never be anything but 
perfect. "I am that I am." That is the statement of the Absolute. 
There is nothing to be added, nothing to be taken away. 
Therefore, the ultimate truth is surrender to what is. Surrender 
to God. He is what is. 

"Abandon all varieties of religion and just surrenderto Me. 
I will deliver you from all sinful reaction. Do not fear." 
[Bhagavad-Gita 18.66] 

COMMENTS FROM VVR: 
We invite our readers to examine the philosophical content 

of the above statements and submit their comments. Put aside 
your Sufi and pick up your Alan Watts again! He is what is!?! 

ROVING 
REPORTER: 
VVR HEARS FROM CANADA
 

Statements From Gopala Krsna
 
Maharaja
 

He says the ritvik theory is bogus. Regarding the initiation 
of Prabhupada dasa (reported in an earlier VVR as a 1985 
GBC ritvik initiation), GKM initiated on behalf of Srila 
Prabhupada and ISKCON because that is the etiquette. Srila 
Prabhupada also said he was initiating on behalf of Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta. 

GKM said he was present when Satsvarupa asked Srila 
Prabhupada about whose disciples would they be when they 
initiated, and Prabhupada said, "theirs." 

GKM said the ritvik idea is an excuse not to follow any 
spiritual authority, meaning that if we don't have a spiritual 
master to personally instruct us, the tendency is to fall away 
from Krishna consciousness. 

He said it is only in North America that the ritvik theory is 
still thought about according to GKM. In Europe, everyone's 
forgotten about it. 

He said reinitiation is not compulsory but depends on the 
individual, although the tendency is for the disciple to not 
follow strictly if he doesn't have a "current link." 

He said the ritvik theory is unprecedented inour sampradaya. 

WHAT IS A 
GURU? 

Shastric Quotes 
compiled by Mahesh Raja, England 

"Information of that kingdom of light can be attained 
through the mercy of a self-realized soul. One also has to get 
rid of all material desires. As soon as one frees himself from 
material desires and associates with a liberated person, the 
path back home, back to Godhead is clear." [Srimad 
Bhagavatam 4.31.29] 

"Krsna says, unless one is a tattva-darsinah there is no use 
to take instruction from him-useless!" [Tape 75-089 VRN; 
also, p.180 Vol. 17 SP Conv. "seen"] 

"The spiritual master is addressed as "Prabhupada" be
cause he is a completely self-realized souL" [SB 4.23.18] 

"A real preachercannot be bogus; he must first ofall realize 
Lord Vishnu as He is. As confirmed in Bhagavad-gita (4.34), 
"Upadeksyanti te jnanam jnaninas tattva-darsinah: One who 
has seen the truth can impart knowledge." The word tattva
darsi refers to one who has perfectly realized the Supreme 
Personality ofGodhead. Sucha person can become a guru and 
propound Vaisnava philosophy allover the world. The para
gon of bona fide preachers and guru is King Pratiha(???)" 
[S.B. 5.15.4] 

"Unless one is properly trained by a mahat, a mahatma or 
unalloyed devotee of the Lord, there is no possibility of one's 
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It is obviously clear that to deliver himself (not to speak of 
delivering others), one must be on the brahma-bhuta stage 
(liberated) -self-realized! Now, ifhe has actually seen Krsna 
face to face, tattva-darsinah (Bhagavad-gita 4-34), that means 
he knows his relationship with Krsna and only on that stage. 
"One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance 
and activities does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth 
again in this material world, but attains My eternal abode, 0 
Arjuna." [B.G.4-9] So delivering oneselfis not so cheap! This 
is confirmed in Nectar of Devotion, Preface, page xvii: "Real 
self-realization and realization of Krsna go together simulta
neously. For example, seeing oneself in the morning means 
seeing the sunrise also; wi thout seeing the sunshine no one can 
see himself. Similarly, unless one has realized Krsna, there is 
no question of self-realization." 

Ksiyante casya karmani drsta evatmanisvare: "The chain 
of fruitive actions is terminated when one sees selfas master." 
[S.B. 1.2.21] 

"Because the bound cannot help the bound, the rescuer 
must be Iiberated. Therefore, only Lord Krsna, or His bonafide 
representative the Spiritual Master, can release the condi
tioned soul." [B.G. 7-14 Purport] 

The attempt to give transcendental knowledge to another 
when he himself is infected with demoniac (asura) quality is 
crazy! First consider what Srila Prabhupada has said. "One 
who knows his relationship with God he is called daiva, and 
one who does not know is just like animal, they are called 
asura." [Srila Prabhupada Festivals, page 252]. This is con
firmed in Bhagavad-gita: Umayayapahrta jnana asuram 
bhavam asritah: Whose knowledge (of relationship with 
Krsna) is stolen by illusion and who partake the nature of 
demons." [B.G. 7.15] (Also see Srimad Bhagavatam 6.7.15 
Purport and Chaitanya Charitamrta Adi Text 46 Purport.) 

In Srimad Bhagavatam 11.17.27, the spiritual master is also 
called acarya: UAcaryam mam vijaniyan: The Supreme Per
sonality ofGodhead says that one should respect the Spiri tual 
Master, accepting him as the Lord Himself." Here Srila 
Prabhupada clearly equates Acarya with Spiritual Master so 
who is going to say we can now elect acaryas! See the Gaudiya 
Math failure! Also, in Nectar of Instruction, Ch 5, Srila 
Prabhupada clearly says, "Therefore a disciple should be very 
careful to accept an uttarna-adhikari as a spiritual master." 
Therefore, if one disobeys Srila Prabhupada, his chanting of 
the Holy Name is offensive, and where is his progress? 
"Satisfaction of the self-realized spiritual master is the secret 
ofadvancement in spiritual life." [B.G. 4.34 Purport] The idea 
ofexpellingand intimidationofdevotees is a policy ofRavana 
(literally, one who makes others cry). Demoniac! Let us 
cooperate to make Srila Prabhupada pleased by distributing 
his books, basing our evidence on discussion on Siddhantha, 
guru, sadhu, sastra. "Books are the basis." Srila Prabhupada 
Ki Jaya! 

Hare Krishna. Hare Krishna. Krishna Krishna. Hare Hare
 
Hare Rama. Hare Rama. Rama Rarna. Hare Hare
 

CURRENT 
LINK BUNK 

by Urdhvaga dasa 

I would like to reply to Bhakticharu Swami's "Guru
Asraya" paper. This paper is severely lacking because it not 
only falls short of describing "guru-tattva," but mainly deals 
with "forced" reinitiation; already refuted in VVR #10. I will 
not go into detail because the "guru-asraya" paper has already 
been very scholarly refuted by different devotees; but I won
der why BCS hardly mentions Srila Prabhupada, who is not 
only the example of the perfect guru, but also the diksha and 
siksha guru of so many devotees? The essential point in the 
"guru-asraya" paper is completely avoided by BCS, namely 
that any devotee can accept Srila Prabhupada as his siksha
guru and follow him directly through his vani [books]. Did 
BCS avoid this because Srila Prabhupada has gone back to 
Godhead now and we need a new guru as the "current link" to 
explain to us what Srila Prabhupada really means to say 
regarding guru-tattvaas described in Srimad Bhagavatarn? Or 
how do we understand the following statement in the "guru
asraya" paper: "In order to receive the real message ofSrimad 
Bhagavatam, one should approach the current link, or spiri
tual master, in the chain of disciplic succession." 

Of course, one has to understand the message of the 
Bhagavatam through the person bhagavata. That is why Srila 
Prabhupada wrote his own purports. Our Srimad Bhagavatam 
is unique because the verses of the Bhagavatam are directly 
complemented with the purports of Srila Prabhupada who is 
the bonafide maha bhagavata; therefore, the book Bhagavata 
and the person Bhagavata are combined in Srila Prabhupada' s 
Srimad Bhagavatam. Therefore, there is no need for a third 
party, "the current ISKCON links" to [mis]interpret what 
Srila Prabhupada really means to say. Why is it that Srila 
Prabhupada's books are no longer able to communicate di
rectly with his readers? Aren't they the Law books for the next 
10,000 years? Otherwise, what is the use of our mass book 
distribution ifSrila Prabhupada is no longer directly available 
through his books, but only through the interpretation of 
current links? Srila Prabhupada himself said in his last words: 
"There is nothing new to be said. Whatever I had to say, I have 
already said in my books. Now you must try to understand 
them and continue with your endeavors. Whether I am present 
or not present doesn't matter. I'll always be with you in that 
way." [quoted from BTG, Vol. 13, 1-2] 

But BCS concludes his paper as follows: "Now that Srila 
Prabhupada is no longer physically present, those who truly 
take shelter of him are those who take shelter of his servants." 

BCS's "current link" philosophy in support of our new 
ISKCON "acaryas" with a "less than liberated guru thesis" 
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and "minimum qualification theory" is completely nonsensi
cal in any context and is not confirmed by shastra and is a 
negation of Srila Prabhupada's presence in his "vani". It is 
simply the same old bogus philosophy which has caused so 
much chaos in our movement. These philosophical papers are 
sastra-ninda. or a twisting of the Vedic philosophy. to suit 
self-motivated ends. What TKG did on the gross platform 
(perverting the guru system). BCS is doing on the subtle 
platform (perverting the philosophy). That BCS has more 
philosophical misconceptions than TKG can be seen by the 
fact that he has become the judge. jury and executioner. Le.• 
he has already proclaimed himselfas guru. sastraand sadhu by 
speculating on and misinterpreting the guru-tattva issue in his 
"guru-asraya" paper; by comparing the 
VVR editors to the Kesi demon; and by 
twisting sastra and preaching bogus phi
losophy in support of"current links" with 
a "minimum qualification theory". 

BENELUX
 
Silenced
 

A Letter From 
Purnatattva Dasa 

Last year. we sent you a copy ofa letter 
from the Benelux letter dated January 17. 
1990 in connection wi th the ritvik acarya 
system and the reinitiation maUler. After 
some time we took the whole issue again 
into consideration and came to the con
clusion that in our passion and ignorance 
we had not approached the matter in a 
mature way. Actually. it was all a little gross. But out of your 
kindness and spirit (enthusiasm). you had published the letter 
in your magazine and it was widely spread. 

So from out of the Benelux we wrote again a letter to the 
GBC. this time excusing ourselves for our neophyte approach 
of voicing our doubts or disagreements into criticism instead 
of questions. So 1would also like to inform you of this letter. 
which is submitted herewith. 

November 23.1990 
Dear Maharajas and Prabhus. 
Please accept our humble obeisances. All glories to Srila 

Prabhupada. We would like to approach the assembly of 
Vaisnavas in connection to the letter (dated 1-17-90). which 
was sent by the devotees of the Benelux Yatra to the GBC 
Body. We hereby sincerely apologize to all who felt offended 
by the contents of that letter. and we also apologize for the fact 
that it took so long for us to write this letter of apology. It was 
not our intention to criticize any individual. but rather we were 

£o,c.. c.vc:nJl,lt... MUc;(U,'1 
Be.~oft€.. SerZU2.£

trying to reveal our feelings about so many things that had 
happened over the years. However we understand that this 
letter (of 1-17-90) was not written in the proper mood. The 
situation in ISKCON at that moment was very tense. espe
cially inrelation with the whole VVR issue. We are now aware 
that we made a mistake in writing such a letter. and we 
certainly should not have sent it as an open letter to the VVR. 

Kali always tries to destroy the cooperative spirit that lives 
amongst the devotees. The above-said letter was not inspiring 
towards a progressive ISKCON spirit of love and trust. We 
hope that we have learned by now to express ourselves in a 
more mature and positive manner. 

We hope that the assembled Vaisnava Body will accept our 
apology and dandavats. knowing that 
without the mercy of the Vaisnavas we 
are lame. deaf and dumb. and can do 
nothing substantial for the progress of 
Krishnaconsciousness in the world. Hop
ing that the Vaisnavas accept our regrets 
and allow us to be instrumental in the 
hands of Srila Prabhupada and the Lord, 
for the welfare of humanity. we again 
beg your forgiveness. Without the mercy. 
forgiveness an"d tolerance of the 
Vaisnavas no one can progress on the 
path back home. back to Godhead. 

Your servants. 
Hrdi Caitanyadasa. Temple president. 

Radhadesh 
Brahmarata dasa. Former Temple 

President. Amsterdam 
Madana Gopala dasa. Temple Presi

dent. The Hague 
Puma Tattva dasa. Temple President. 

Antwerp 

COMMENTS, VVR: 
A devotee should always try to take 

the humble approach. Yet. we need never submit to untruth 
and error. as we have for many years with GBC policies. The 
difficulty is to hold a different view without committing 
offense. May we practice that art and uphold both ideals of 
humility and non-compromise. 

TKG Quote of the Century
 
Excerpt From Letter to Gauridas Pandit,
 

August 9, 1987
 
"I realize that the entire initiation issue has been fraught 

with problems and has not been a clear issue. Therefore 1 
believe that by discussions. matters can become clarified. and 
1 would therefore encourage you to write me further in this 
regard." 
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COMMENTS: 
Not a clear issue? By discussions, clarifications? Fraught 

with problems? My, my, how his tune has changed from 1987 
to present! TKG insists today that the initiation issue IS and 
always was clear as a bell, that no further discussion is 
necessary, and that all problems have long ago been solved. 
This is another example of flip-flopping to suit the immediate 
needs without honest regard for the truth. 

R.I.P. GBC ? 
by Karnamrita das 

One cannot fail to be saddened by the 
demise of one's spiritual brothers, nor by 
the demise ofan institutionour fathermeant 
to foster and nourish all ofhis children. We 
are not immune to the grief that afflicts 
most of the disciples of His Divine Grace 

Srila Prabhupada who have witnessed the 
slow death of ISKCON's GBC. For all 
reasonable purposes, the GBC has surely 
given up the ghost, for it commands real 
respect only from those who are too simple-
hearted to truly comprehend the living 
legacy ofSrila Prabhupada, our living guru, 
and are too over-awed by threats ofhellfire 
to admit to the grave discrepancies in their 

// 
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doubt whether it has become disconnected - .. :" 
from the Chaitanya tree. 

The disease that ultimately consumed the GBC began with 
the intoxication of illusory grandeur when the guru board, 
with the connivance of the GBC, decided it was the appointed 
inheritor of Srila Prabhupada's spiritual authority. Their un
guarded hearts became so full of glee at their good fortune, 
upon receiving the imagined preceptorial mantle, that they 
mistook their glee for spiritual bliss! In order to maintain 
themselves in a constant slate of such inebriation, the "New 
Gurus" and their GBC confederates willingly quaffed one 
apasiddhantic poison after another as they attempted to ra
tionalize their shortcomings. Their vision being already 
bedimmed by the deluding dream of world domination and 
the glow of pride in their being as good as God, they 
habitually practiced deceit so as to maintain the status quo. 

First they deceived us into believing that eleven of them 
had been appointed successor acaryas by Srila Prabhupada. 
When some among them proved not to be the pure devotees 
they happily let us believe they were, they practiced a new 
kind ofdeceit, encouraging us to believe that liberated souls, 

even up to the gopis of Vrindavan, sometimes fall prey to the 
poIIuting influence of the material energy! When the behav
ior of apostate gurus proved so transparently abominable 
that they could no longer maintain their supremacy in the 
eyes of their elder Godbrothers, they encouraged them to 
drink the same poisons they had drunk, thus swelling their 
ranks and effectively silencing dissent. By the clever device 
of pretending to be on the side of reform, they converted 
almost every member of the GBC into ersatz gurus. Just as 
vampires tum their victims into vampires and thereby in
crease the number of living dead, the remaining "acaryas" 
transmitted the disease of wanting to be guru to practically 
the entire GBC. 

As one who contracts hydrophobia is terrified by the sight 
'..~ of water, so any dissent that might arise 

\ \ . ", is viewed by the GBC with horror. Being 
\ \ left with but one means of self-defense, 
',\ ... they continue to resort to the tactic of 
'\ }~" creating and propagating frightening her...::., '\ 

~-' ~- - 1\ esies. As such, they are no longer the 
~ ;f' GBC that Srila Prabhupada desired, for
 

'?~.~.",::~~.:.,:,'... : he wanted the GBC to guide the society,
 
IIP"'\. not tyrannize it. He wanted the GBC to
 
. ''\ inspire the society, not mislead it. And,
 

\	 regrettably, as was the case in the heyday 
of Zonal Acaryaism, the mass of devo
tees, fearful of committing mortal of
fense, cannot see the truth of things and 
believes the GBC to be alive and well. 

What can be done to revive the GBC? 

': I' ~ I: great power to raise the dead. We fear 
:::. .,"\ \/. - that those who have succumbed to the 

'I, 
desire to be guru may never be raised up; 

at any rate, their tendency to cheat make them too dangerous 
to be in a position of such responsibility. Suggestions made 
of late that all those who were GBC's prior to 1987 should 
resign, is far more sensible than it may have seemed at first. 
To tell the truth, it seems to us that we have taken the same 
path as the Gaudiya Matha and that the guru-disciple rela
tionship in ISKCON has become one of the blind leading the 
blind. Let any Godbrother who has the courage to admit that 
he cannot guarantee that he will be liberated from the 
shackles of death, let alone liberate others, resign from the 
GBC along with the handful of men who have given them 
support and encouragement. There are plenty of devotees 
that have been driven out of the movement, or who are 
laboring unnoticed within, who could take up the responsi
bility in their stead. We have overestimated the inability of 
the general mass ofdevotees to function without the constant 
meddling of the GBC. Let the GBC be reconstituted, we say, 
such that it acts in a supervisory capacity, as Srila Prabhu
pada wished, and not as a substitute for individual initiative. 

Let the GBC be reconstituted as a predominantly 
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brahminical body and let it settleall outstanding philosophical 
questions without delay. Let dissent be answered with civi
lized debate rather than affront and hurtful retaliation. Let the 
reborn GBC recognize that the worship ofKrishna is the prime 
necessity and the differences ofphilosophical opinion must be 
tolerated if there is truly to be unity in diversity. This sugges
tion is not made with any personal animosity toward any 
member of the GBC. nor with any hidden motive to achieve 
personal fame or power. but rather with the sole desire of 
seeingaGBC with which all followers ofSrilaPrabhupadaare 
happy to co-operate. Is the GBC dead? Long live the GBC! 

The Power of 
the Pure 
Devotee 

by Karnamrita das 

It has been supposed. perhaps as a result of the vapuvada. 
that departed spiritual masters cannot interact with non
liberated devotees. Those who advocate this view blame this 
inability upon the non-liberated neophyte. who cannot truly 
detect the spiritual strata. but by inference they also deny such 
liberated soul the power to make themselves known to the 
bound souls. In order to counter this thesis. let us begin by 
citing the words of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati. and his 
essay••Be Humbler Than a Blade of Grass:' 

"My Gurudeva is graciously present in...different 
forms...The gurus who have in their nature the protecting 
power of the Divinity. are always present in different forms 
and figures to bestow their mercies upon me. All of them are 
specific manifestations of Sri Guru who confers spiritual 
knowledge...Sri Guru is that Entity who reveals himself to the 
view of enlightened souls in a variety of ways." 

This is the proper understanding of thebona fide. or the sad
guru. that. being a manifestation of Krishna. he is capable of 
appearing before the sincere disciple in a variety of forms. 
forms which may bear no apparent resemblance to the form of 
the guru whom one has consciously accepted as such. That is 
to say. the Sri Guru of the foregoing passage is not confined 
to one bodily manifestation. At least. on the basis of the above. 
itmust be admitted that he can give direc tion through a variety 
of media. Thus Srila Prabhupada has stated that the guru is 
one. and that there is no difference between the various gurus 
to various persons. The real guru ofa Vaisnava may teach him 
through any channel he wishes. that is his power. Dattatreya 
happily received instruction through a dog, a mountain and so 
forth. And. nearer to our perceived reality, Srila Prabhupada 

took instruction from Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati through 
the agency of his Godbrother. B.P. Keshava Maharaja. who 
urged him to take sannyasa. Due to our lack of advancement 
we may not always be aware that our spiritual master is giving 
us direction in this way. and may even disregard such instruc
tion on that account. but we are still capable of direct sensory 
perception of such siksha when it is given to us. Srila Prabhu
pada. moreover. has repeatedly told us that he is present in his 
books. a fact that is bound to be disbelieved by those who like 
to make distinctions. based of their material conditioning. 
between the various facets of spiritual existence. such as Lord 
Krishna and His transcendental form. the guru and his teach
ings. etc. 

This avenue ofdiscussion is undoubtedly difficult for many 
ofus to comprehend. The manifestation ofguru in a multitude 
of forms. such as anirnals. inanimate entities. books and so 
forth. is something the neophyte cannot harmonize with any 
experience he has had in the material universe. and is thus 
accepted by him only as theoretical possibility. 

An example of the inconceivable power of the pure devotee 
is found in the Brihad Bhagavatamrita of Srila Sanatana 
Goswarni which should convince the most skeptical that his 
horizons of comprehension have been set too near with re
spect to the liberated souls: 

"I stood at the gate of Vaikuntha and watched those devo
tees of the Lord going in...some of them were holding golden 
umbrellas and others chamaras and various items for the 
worship of the Lord. Others, being intoxicated by drinking the 
nectar ofdevotion, were running madly to enter in...And I saw 
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some of them approaching with their associates in great pomp 
and glory...Some came apparently in the company of their 
followers in a regal manner and with abundant paraphernalia, 
but when they reached the gate, they withdrew all these 
associate within themselves and entered alone!...Yet others 
were continually changing their forms as they approached, 
and each new form shone more gloriously than the preceding 
form...All the inhabitants of Vaikuntha are equally endowed 
with the same divine characteristics."[Brihad Bhag. Vaikuntha
nama] 

This passage clearly shows that the pure devotees are able 
to expand themselves into different, independently acting 
forms at will, and to withdraw such expansions within them
selves at will. They are able to change their forms as they wish 
also. Such information is corroborated in other transcendental 
books, and there is no reason to suppose such powers are 
limited to those Vaishnavas who reside in the spiritual sky. 
Indeed, according to Srila Sanatana Goswarni, acaryas like 
Narada Muni have expan
sions in both the material 
and spiritual worlds, almost 
like the Personality of 
Godhead, Sri Krishna does. 
Who, then, are the 
vapuvadis to attempt to 
limit the sad-guru by rea
son of their parochial, ma
terial experiences and how 
can it be said that one can
not approach a mahajana, 
like Srila Prabhupada, ex
cept through the agency of 
an embodied jiva, even if 
he is not liberated? 

One should never under
estimate the power of the 
mahabhagavataVaishnava, 
for such a being has the 
characteristics we inherit from Lord Sri Krishna developed to 
the fullest degree. Just consider the following: 

"One who worships Me (Krishna) in My atomic form 
pervading all subtle elements, fixing his mind on that alone, 
obtains the mystic perfection called anima. One who absorbs 
his mind in the form of the mahat-tattva and thus meditates 
upon Me as the Supreme Soul of the total material existence 
achieves the mystic perfection called mahima. I exist within 
everything and I am therefore the essence of the atomic 
constituents ofmaterial elements. By attaching his mind to Me 
in this form, the yogi may achieve the perfection called 
laghima, by which he realizes the subtle atomic substance of 
time. Fixing his mind completely upon Me within the element 
of false ego generated from the mode of goodness, the yogi 
obtains the power of mystic acquisition (prapti), by which he 
becomes the proprietor of the senses of all living entities. He 
obtains such perfection because his mind is absorbed in Me." 

(Bhag. 11.15.10-13) 
These verses illustrate that even partial realization of the 

Supreme Godhead results in the attainment of the mystic 
perfections, which enable the successful yogi to perform 
extraordinary feats like creating a universe (by way of ex
ample, Visvarnitra easily manufactured a replica of the heav
en!y planets in the southern stellar hemisphere long before he 
attained complete perfection). Since the maha-bhagavata, 
who has complete realization of Krishna, automatically at
tains such inconceivable power even in the material universe, 
why should we think his power limited by his quitting its dark 
and limiting confines? Is it really likely that he becomes 
impotent upon his entering the Spiritual Sky? Is it probable 
that he becomes so shackled by the para-sakti that he can no 
more wield the sort of power he obtained within the limited 
mundane sky? It seems most improbable to the writer that the 
aprakata guru is incapable of communicating with his fol
lower given the evidence regarding his supramundane power. 

Where is evidence found 
that substantiates the sug
gestion that the nitya-lila
pravishtha guru canon!y act 
and communicate in such a 
fashion that is undectable 
by any souls but perfected 
one? It is our contention that 
Srila Prabhupada, the 
mahabhagavata-guru par 
excellence, is not in the least 
incapableofmaking his will 
known to us at any time or 
in any clime: it is merely 
that we must be receptive to 
his instruction. 

We increasingly hear it 
suggested that in their tend
ing to deny the pure devo
tee the kind ofpower hinted 

at in the foregoing passages, the leaders of the Krishna 
consciousness movement have greatly diminished the status 
of Srila Prabhupada and those liberated pararnahamsas that 
precede him in our parampara. Prominent GBC men, for 
example, have suggested that SrilaPrabhupadawas incapable 
of instituting any truly novel spiritual practices or procedures. 
According to their judgment, the acharya is confined within 
bounds beyond which he could not venture in his attempt to 
spread and sustain Krishna consciousness, even if he wished. 
They forget, perhaps, that Govinda dared to step over the 
transcendental body of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu in order to 
serve Him, that the gopis of Vrindavan were happy to risk 
perdition in order to deliver their footdust for curing Krishna's 
headache, that the acaryas in our line have dared to make all 
manner of adjustments to the parameters of standard spiritual 
practice in order to facilitate the salvation of the fallen souls. 
Sriman Mahaprabhu Himself commented that: "Both the 
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Supreme Personality ofGodhead and Isvara Puri are 
completely independent. Therefore, the mercy of the 
Supreme Personality ofGodhead and Isvara Puri are 
not subject to any Vedic rules and regulations." fCc. 
Madhya-lila 10.137] We prefer the verdict of the 
Lord to that of the doubters in our midst, and believe 
the pure devotee, the mahabhagavata, capable of 
guiding us and enrichening us even if he is appar
ently separated from us by incalculable distances of 
time and space. It seems, sadly, that in the physical 
absence of Srila Prabhupada we have lost much of 
our faith in the power of the pure devotee. And for 
that the whole world and every creature in it is the 
poorer. 

Vapuvada 
and it's 
Implications 

by Karnamrita dasa 

Vapuvada defined 
In our attempt to better understand the truths regarding the 

spiritual master, we have been forced to coin the term vapuvada 
to describe a philosophy that has been propagated by the GBC 
and its spokesmen since the passing of Srila Prabhupada. The 
Sanskrit word vadi literally means 'one who speaks' though a 
more accurate translation would be 'one who advocates'. The 
philosophy of the vadi is his vada. Thus, in the case of 
mayavada the mayavadi is one who advocates the bewilder
ment of Brahman by the illusory energy, maya. Not that the 
mayavadis refer to themselves as such, rather, by inference, 
their dogma can be understood. The vapuvadi then is one who 
advocates the superiority of vapu over vani. Not that the 
adherents of this doctrine refer to themselves as such; rather, 
we can easily infer the thrust of their philosophy from their 
insistence upon new devotees surrendering completely to a 
'living guru' , from their denial that one can have a factual link 
with a departed acarya who one has not met in the flesh, and 
so on. The main tendencies of their creed can be summarized 
thus: 

1) one must be connected to the sampradaya via the embod
ied spiritual master-if he perchance falls down that link is 
broken (somehow it does not seem to matter if the guru passes 
away, provided he is in 'good standing' at the time!) 

2) disciples who render physical service to the body of the 
spiritual master are intimates of the spiritual master and have 
a superior ability to comprehend his teachings and intentions; 

3) departed spiritual masters cannot interact with any but 

the most elevated souls unless one took initiation from them
even then their presence in the form of their teachings is no 
more appreciable than the all-pervasive presence ofParamatma. 

Srila Prabhupada defines and describes the relative impor
tance ofvapu and vani thus: "I still consider His Divine Grace 
(Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura) to be present withme by 
his vani. There are two ways of association-by vani and 
vapu. Vani means words, and vapu means physical presence. 
Physical presence is sometimes appreciable and sometimes 
not, but vani continues to exist eternally. Therefore we must 
take advantage of the vani." (CC Antya Concluding Words.) 
There is not the least hint of vapuvada in this passage. Indeed, 
Srila Prabhupada extols vani as something imperishable and, 
moreover, as something appreciable by the faithful follower 
of a transcendental personality. 

Srila Prabhupada reiterated this idea in a lecture delivered 
on the 2nd of March, 1975. as follows: "There are two 
words...vapu and vani. Vani means 'words' and vapu means 
this physical body. Vani is more important than vapu. Vapu 
will be finished-this is the material body-it will be fin
ished. That is nature. Ifwe keep to the vani , to the words of the 
spiritual master, then we remain very fixed up." 

Real & Imagined Intimacy 
Despite Srila Prabhupada often pointing to the risk arising 

from proximity to the spiritual master, the vapuvadis' confu
sion with respect to the relative importance of vapu and vani 
has regularly led them to confuse proximity with confidenti
ality. Although, to our knowledge, Srila Prabhupada never 
pointed out any of his students as his 'intimate' disciples. this 
term has been used time and again with respect to those who 
have rendered physical service to His Divine Grace. Despite 
almost all of Srila Prabhupada's personal servants exhibiting 
extreme signs of material inebriation and at times falling into 
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the most disgracefully apostate condition, a certain mystique 
surrounds them that would have us believe that they are 
especially reliable interpreters of Srila Prabhupada's latter 
day wishes. This misconception is the direct result of adher
ence to vapuvada. Srila Prabhupada has specifically rejected 
this claim to intimacy that has arisen from him bestowing his 
causeless mercy upon ordinarily or less than ordinarily ad
vanced men. He once explained that disciples that render 
proximate, personal service are no less prone to falldown than 
those who serve from afar, and gave an enlightening analogy 
in that regard. He said that a mosquito sometimes alights on 
the lap of the king, but that does not mean he is favored by the 
king. Rather, the insect may be disturbing the sovereign. 
Because of our conditioning, we associ
ate physical nearness with complete inti
macy, but such closeness may be a distur
bance to the spiritual master. 

It also is seen that the spiritual master 
sometimes engaged materialistic men in 
his personal service in order to repel those 
who are not sufficiently enthusiastic to 
understand the absolute truth. SrilaGaura
kisora das Babaji Maharaja stated in this 
connection: "Sometimes, (Vaishnavas) 
make a pretense ofconverting materialis
Lic persons into their disciples. They seem 
to want to be served by them and always 
take their advice. Thus they keep their 
true natures concealed (from mundaners 
and doubting Thomases"). (Babaji Maha
raja pg 86) Under such circumstances, the 
avidity of the vapuvadi for the physical 
nearness of the pure soul would appear to 
be ill-conceived and productive of little 
good. 

Unqualified men who, because ofSrilaPrabhupada's mercy, 
have been permitted to render him personal service, have 
tended to adopt the aforementioned mosquito-like mentality 
and have capitalized upon the misconceptions inherent in 
vapuvada, thereby misleading many into giving them more 
credence than they actually deserved. That Srila Prabhupada 
conferred special kindness upon them is undeniable. Still, to 
think of such disciples as chosen by him above others, and to 
be given special respect, could well be considered an insult to 
those who sincerely worshipped the instructions ofRis Divine 
Grace, such as Jayananda Prabhu. Did Jayananda achieve 
perfection on account of his attending to Srila Prabhupada' s 
physical needs, or did he do so on the strength of his success
fully understanding and worshipping his vani? The latter, 
surely! 

The Living Guru Theory 
The abovementioned tendency to equate personal, physical 

service with favored access to the pure devotee has enabled 
some to speak volubly in the guru issue. Their pronounce

ments are given extraordinary credence with respect to Srila 
Prabhupada's instructions on continued initiation. The con
cept of the living-guru is prevalent among those who make 
claim to special intimacy and is supported by those vapuvadis 
who make claims to guru-ship on the grounds of having 
rendered special service as preachers. They insist that one 
must surrender totally to a 'living' guru, and that all other 
Vaishnava relationships are incomplete without that embod
ied link. Srila Prabhupada, however, has said the 'physical 
touch is not necessary'. That is to say, the spiritual master can 
accept a disciple from afar, and bestow his blessings upon 
him, even if no longer physically present: "As far as my 
blessings are concerned, it does not require my physical 

presence. If you are chanting Hare Krishna 
there and following my instructions...then 
there is no question of your not receiving 
the blessings ofLord Chaitanya."(Letter 6
30-74) 

We do not mean to imply that the physi
cal presence of a devotee more advanced 
than ourself, who can guide us in the perfor
mance of our bhajana up to the limit of his 
experience, is neither helpful nor desirable. 
But Srila Prabhupada has clearly warned us 
against accepting a kanishtha or madhyama 
guru: "A neophyte Vaishnava or a 
Vaishnava on the intermediate platformcan 
also accept disciples...but they cannot ad
vance very well towards the ultimate goal 
of life under his insufficient guidance." 
(NO! 5 purport) Thus it seems that the 
physical presence is helpful only up to a 
point. 

SrilaPrabhupada directly challenged the 
Living Guru Theory with reference to Jesus Christ and pointed 
out that departed gurus may be accepted as such and their 
teachings understood with the assistance of someone a little 
learned therein. We have already printed the transcript of one 
such conversation, but do so again for the sake of those who 
have forgotten or misunderstood its clear message: 

Devotee: Can one accept Jesus Christ as his spiritual 
master? 

Srila Prabhupada: As soon as you read the Bible that 
means you are following the instructions (vani) of Lord Jesus 
Christ. so where is the opportunity ofbeing without a spiritual 
master? 

Devotee: I was referring to a living spiritual master. 
SP: (with great surprise) Living?! Living spiritual master?! 

The spiritual master is eternal! The spiritual master is eternal! 
You may accept this spiritual master or that spiritual master. 
That is a different thing. When you read the Bible, that means 
you are following the spiritual master represented by some 
priest or clergyman in the line ofLord Jesus Christ. So, in any 
case you do not have to be without a spiritual master. (Conver
sation, Seattle, 1968) 
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This exchange (which has appeared in a sanitized fonn in 
BTG) clearly demonstzrates: 

1) thatone may accept a departed Vaishnava as his spiritual 
master; 

2) that one need not be bereft ofa qualified guru even in the 
physical absence of such; 

3) that the living person from whom one takes assistance in 
understanding and worshipping 
his vani need not be either of 
the same stature as the guru or 
viewed with the same rever
ence as the actual guru. 

This is the pure and definitive 
advocacy of vani over vapu. 

The vapuvada is a serious devia
tion from standard Vaishnava 
siddhanta and has arisen in our soci
ety largely as a result of good men 
falling prey to the desire to become 
gurus when they have not perfected 
the art of being disciples. 

ARE 
ALL 
GURUS 
FOREVER? 

by Kamamrita das 

In this world, the possibili ty of being misled, of misleading 
others, orof being gravely mistaken ever imperils the upward 
progress of the conditioned soul. This is so even in the realm 
of devotional service as long as one's existence remains 
unpurified, and nowhere more so than in the matter of guru 
and sishya. Thus it sometimes happens that we misapprehend 
the spiritual status of others, given sufficient encouragement 
by our peers or as the result of a lack of proper guidance and 
a tendency to emote, and view those who play the part 
convincingly to pure when they are not, or think ourselves 
liberated Vaishnavas and deserving the luxury of accepting 
disciples when we are not. 

Other misapprehensions arise in consequence of these two 
follies: that the diksha guru is necessarily one's one and only 
guru, and that the diksha guru is contracted to take one back 
home to Godhead, and none other, for example. He is never to 
be given up unless he becomes irretrievably demonic and up 

to that point must always be regarded as good as God. Aside 
from the fact that such an assumption flies the face ofhistory, 
our sampradaya resting almost entirely on siksha rather than 
diksha, the excruciating difficulty of combining the vision of 
one's guru as an uttama-adhikari with constant vigilance lest 
he go astray is not one that has much concerned our leadership. 
They have managed, consciously or unconsciously, to prey 

upon the fear of committing mortal 
aparadha so as to avoid such 
practicalities. The absurdity ofassum
ing two such contradictory viewpoints 
simultaneously, i.e. that a guru may be 
on the highest platfonn ofperfect, irre
vocable devotion but still be prone to 
precipi tous falldown, has not seriously 
beenaddressed thus far. Inconsequence 
ofthe impossibilityofmaintainingsuch 
an attitude, we naturally hear ques
tions such as these being asked: "What 
does one do if he accepts a devotee as 
his preceptor andi"inds in time that he 
is decidedly lacking in advancement? 
Should one avoid his company and . 
take shelter of some other Vaishnava 
(such as His Divine Grace Srila Prab
hupada), or should he studiously avoid 
any suchcourse ofaction, which would 
constitute jumping over, and seeing 
that his guru is irrevocably fallen avoid 
the ruination ofhis spiritual life? Is one 
bound to view him as an uttama
adhikari until he becomes totally 
asuric?" 

We have already heard as much evidence from the GBC 
ideologists to the effect that the guru may be abandoned ifhe 
is puffed up with pride and has fallen from the path of 
devotion. We have also been presente~ with some dubious 
evidence to the effect that one should seek re-initiation upon 
rejecting such an apostate guru. We contend that such evi
dence is misinterpreted, especially as the GBChas sought to 
show that any guru that falls down becomes a backdated 
avaishnava or asura, a patently erroneous contention, but 
essential to their argument, since the scriptures only permit 
one to again be initiated if one finds he has surrendered to an 
avaishnava! Our ideologists have never dealt wholeheartedly, 
however, with the question of a so-called guru who is merely 
incompetent or pretentious. They have hardly addressed the 
quandary of those sishyas who, upon making some little 
advancement, realize their spiritual master is a dullard in 
philosophy, underhanded in his dealings, untruthful in speech, 
incapable of self-appraisal, vain, tyrannical, or what have you. 
Despite the 1989 GBC position paper Guru Asraya have 
shown that the disciple should deliberately distance himself 
from such an unqualified person, senior devotees (gurus in 
particular) publicly insist that even such a guru must be 
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regarded as an uttama-adhikari and surrendered to heart and 
soul. Indeed, their policy in this regard borders on the schizo
phrenic. For example, in the Guru Asraya paper it stated: "A 
spiritual master unable to take his disciple back to Godhead 
should responsibly advise them (sic) to take shelter under 
someone who can." (GA pg.3) This is the theory and one we 
entirely support. In practice, however, ISKCON gurus and 
their supporters act upon the assumption that they are all well 
able to take their followers back to Godhead, notwithstanding 
the fact that Srila Prabhupada has said that one conditioned 
soul cannot deliver another conditioned soul, and if by chance 
their disciples question their competence they sternly remind 
them that to disregard the spiritual master is a heinous offense 
that will'result in their going to hell! Thus they seem unable to 
act upon their own advice and coerce their doubting followers 
into surrender by means of threats ofdamnation and suchlike. 

To return to our theme, let us reiterate an idea expressed in 
the Guru Asraya paper, viz. that one should avoid the com
pany of an unqualified guru and seek shelter elsewhere.(*) 
This is no doubt the correct conclusion, but it is one that has 
received practically no public endorsement whatsoever. If 
one finds his guru to be less than qualified-and this is 
sanctioned by the GBC---one should avoid his association and 
take shelter of a qualified preceptor. It is our contention that 
such a qualified spiritual master is to be found in the person of 
Srila Prabhupada. We do not accept the assertion that he is 
unavailable to those who were not initiated during his physical 
presences (see The Power of the Pure Devotee in this issue). 
Such an arrangement should not be entered into with unnec
essary disrespect, however, and is ideally undertaken with the 
permissionof the initiator, as pointed outby Srila Bhaktivinode 
Thakura: 

"If a person (mistakenly) accepted as a spiritual master is 
neither a mayavadi nor inimical toward the devotees nor 
addicted to sinful practices, he should not be abandoned 
simply because he is lacking in spiritual knowledge. Rather, 
with due respect and with his permission, another Vaishnava 
should be humbly accepted as guru in order to learn about the 
Absolute Truth." (Jaiva Dharma ch.20) 

If, however, such an unqualified preceptor is so lacking in 
knowledge that he feel offended by the disillusioned discipie's 
request to seek shelter elsewhere, the disciple is not to be 
blamed. He has every right, under the circumstances, to turn 
for guidance to a Vaishnava who is genuinely realized and 
thus able to teach him properly. We have often been asked by 
such disillusioned devotees what they should do, given the 
general climate in ISKCON with respect to such matters. They 
often tell us that at the time of their accepting such-and-such 
as their spiritual master they were too immature to realize that 
he was not the pure devotee he was made out to be. Indeed, 
they have often informed us that they found so many anoma
lies and eccentricities in such persons' behavior that the 
resultant mental disturbance they experienced constituted a 
severe threatto their faith in the process of Krishna conscious
ness. We can only remind the reader of the GBC approved 

conclusion, as published in the Guru Asraya paper, that one 
should be careful to distance himself from the imperfect 
'guru' . Our advice to such devotees is to carefully avoid the 
association of the pretentious guru and absorb themselves 
wholeheartedly in the worship and service of Srila Prabhu
pada instead. Being a recognized, uttama-adhikari Vaishnava 
guru, he is the undeniable safe shelter for all souls at the 
present, troubled time. 

(*) There may be some error in the Guru Asraya paper in 
this connection. A verse and some commentary are cited with 
respect to avoiding the association of an incompetent guru 
and ascribed to Jiva Goswami. BOOkti SandarbOO 238. My 
edition ofthe BOOkti SandarbOO has no such verse or comment 
in the reference section. 

Two Stories 
submitted by Radha Damodar das 

There was once a Brahman who made his living selling 
Prayodjita, the methods of atoning for your sins. One day he 
told his five year old son to mind the shop while he went to the 
river. Soon the King and his entourage came in. 

"So, where is your father?" said the King. 
"He is not here. May I help you?" said the boy. 
"Well, you are also a Brahmana", said the King. "I have 

committed some small indiscretions." 
"What did you do?" asked the boy. 
"Oh, not much," said the King. "I killed a Brahrnana and a 

cow." 
The son of the Brahrnana thought for a moment and then he 

said, "Well, for that you have to chant the Holy Name of 
Rama three times." 

"That's it?" said the King. "That's all?" 
He gave a donation and left. Stepping out of the hut he 

chanted sincerely, "Rama Rama Rama!" and went away. 
"Anyone come when I was away?" asked the Brahrnana 

when he returned to his hut. 
"Yes," said his son. "The King came by." 
"Really?" said the Brahrnana. "What did he do?" 
"He killed a Brahrnana and a cow," said his son. 
"And what did you tell him to do for atonement?" asked the 

Brahrnana. 
"I told him to chant the Holy Name ofRama three times," 

replied the boy. 
"What!? That is what you told him!" exclaimed the 

Brahrnana, striking his forehead. "Why did you tell him that? 
My business is ruined! "Once is enough!" 

Srila Prabhupada told this story: 
When the King was told that the people were starving, the 

King said, "If they cannot work, then tell them to come here 
for their food." 
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The next day the dining hall was filled with men. 
"I cannot believe that there are so many lazy men," said the 

King. Set fire to the hall!" 
Everyone ran out of the hall except for two men and one 

man said to the other, "It's getting a little hot on my back." 
The other replied, "Just tum over on your side, then." 
"These two are actually lazy men, feed them!", said the 

King. 

Silent 
Chanting? 

by Harinam das 
(Hilo, HI) 

Concerning the silent chanting by 
Chandramauli Swami, VVR 15, every 
disciple of Prabhupada knows that he 
personalIy instructedeveryone to chant 
the maha mantra on japa beads audi
bly. Specifically, he instructed that 
one must not make a hissing sound but 
chant japa with the tongue moving and 
saying each syllable clearly. I have 
seen him chant japa in that way and 
have never known him to advise any 
other method. Also, we have all heard 
tapes ofPrabhupadachantingjapa with 
his disciples where the whole room is 
chanting quite loudly. Therefore, one 
should not disobey the direct orders of 
one's spiritual master. 

In the Chaitanya Bhagavat, this very 
same question was put to the acharya 
of the holy name himself, Haridas 
Thakura as follows: 

blissful and happy Krishna consciousness. "Listen brahmins, 
anyone who hears Lord Krishna's name even if he be an 
animal, bird, or insect, immediately goes to the abode of 
Vaikuntha dharna. (Oh Achuta, whoever utters Your name 
loudly is purified, as well as all those who hear it. You are in 
fact so glorious that even those who see You or are touched by 
Your feet are delivered. S.B. 10.34.17) The animals, birds, 
and insects cannot chant Lord Hari's name but simply by 
hearing it they are delivered! Whoever murmurs Krishna's 
names on his beads delivers only himself, but loud chanting is 
beneficial to everyone! Therefore, chant out loud and the 
result will be a hundred times greater. This is confirmed by all 
scriptures. The loud chanter gets a hundred times more benefit 
than the person who merely chants to himself. This is stated in 
the Puranas. Simply, by the loud chanting of "Govinda" all 
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In the village of Harinadi, there was a wicked brahmin who 
upon seeing Haridas angrily said, "Oh Haridas, what is this 
behavior of yours? Why are you chanting the holy names out 
loud? Your duty is to murmur the names in your mind. What 
scripture advocates this loud chanting? Whose instructions on 
chanting Hari's names are you following? Explain this to the 
assembly of scholars!" 

Haridas replied, "That is as far as your knowledge of the 
glories of the holy name goes. I'mjust saying this from what 

living beings are delivered. Some living 
beings in subhuman species possess 
tongues but still they cannot say Krishna's 
name. By hearing, their seemingly use
less life becomes fruitful. You see if there 
is any harm in that. Semecan only nourish 
themselves but others can nourish thou
sands ofothers as well. You decide which 
of the two persons Is the greatest. For this 
reason I am chanting loudly! (The loud 
chanting ofLord Hari' s name is a hundred 
times more beneficial because not only 
oneself but also others are delivered 
through it." Brihan Naradiya Purana.)" 
C.B. Adi-kanda 14.260-280 

It is clear that hearing and chanting is 
the foremost process for attaining Krishna 
consciousness, which is repeatedly stated 
in the Chai tanya Charitamrita and Srimad 
Bhagavatam. "Saying this, My spiritual 
master taught Me one verse from Srimad 
Bhagavatam. It is the essence of all the 
Bhagavatam's instructions; therefore he 
instructed Me this verse again and again. 

'When a person is actually advanced and takes pleasure in 
chanting the Holy Name of the Lord, who is very dear to him, 
he is agitated and loudly chants the Holy Name. He also 
laughs, cries, becomes agitated and chants just like a madman, 
not caring for outsiders. ' I firmly believe in these words ofMy 
spiritual master and therefore I always chant the holy name of 
the Lord, alone and in the association of devotees. That Holy 
Name of Lord Krishna sometimes causes Me to chant and 
dance, and therefore Ichantand dance. Please do not think that 
I intentionally do it. I do it automatically." Lord Chaitanya 
c.c. Adi-lila 7:93-96 

I have just heard from your mouth. There is a hundred times 
The Maha mantra is not an ordinary mantra. Being Krishna 

more benefit from loud chanting and there is no flaw in it. This 
Himself, it is the foremost of all mantras, and the essence of

is confirmed in all scriptures! Listen sir to the truth in the 
all eternal existence, transcendental knowledge, and bliss. 

Vedas and the Bhagavatam." 
This can be realized only through regularly hearing and 

While the explanations ofall the scriptures were emanating 
chanting its transcendental sound. Whoever ignores this is 

from the beautiful mouth of Haridas, he went into a state of 
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eiLher an impersonalistor a liberationist and is interpreting Lhe 
Holy Name, which is one ofLhe ten offenses to Lhe Holy Name. 
Such persons value the attainment of liberation more Lhan 
Krishna prema or love of God and Lhus Lhey are condemned. 

BIOGRAPHY 
CONTROVERSY 
CONTINUED 
PART ONE: A 
LETTER 

From Satsvarupa dasa
 
Goswami to Ganesh dasa,
 

Australia, 2.5.91: 
I do not agree wiLh your interpreta

tion of the Srila Prabhupada Lilamrita. 
I have sometimes heard this criticism 
before. On the oLher hand, I have more 
often heard that the Prabhupada 
Lilamritahas done much good in spread
ing Srila Prabhupada's glories. 

Your basic point is that some of my 
descriptions of Prabhupada seem to 
make him sound like an ordinary hu
man being. But I have explained in 
several places that Srila Prabhupada is 
actually a nitya-siddha or liberated per
son, a saktyavesa-avatara and so on. 
And so it is not out (Jf character for 
liberatej souls to act in ways that are 
just like human beings. Even Lord 
Krishna acts, as Prabhupada says, like an "ordinary human 
being." We read in Lhe Krishna Book how sometimes Krishna 
is sorry and sometimes anxious, sometimes tired and so on. 
You could level your same criticism Lhat you made against me 
against Lhe Krishna Book. 

Prabhupada explains Lhe behavior of Lhe nitya-siddha as 
follows: 

"The nitya-siddha never forgets his relationship wiLh Lhe 
Supreme Personality ofGodhead, whereas Lhe nitya-baddha is 
always conditioned, even before Lhe creation. He always 
forgets his relationship with Lhe Supreme Personality of 
Godhead. By Lhe order of Lhe Supreme, the nitya-siddha 
remains within the material world like an ordinary man, but 
his only business is to broadcast Lhe glories of Lhe Lord. All 
nitya-siddhas within Lhis material world may appear to toil 

like ordinary men, but Lhey never forget Lheir position as 
servants of Lhe Lord." 

Of course, it is a matter of opinion also. Descriptions of 
saintly persons and pure devotees in which Lhere is almost no 
reference to Lheir human activities, I find to be stilted and 
artificial. I find Lhe flowery prose style that is used, for 
example, in Lhe Gaudiya-maLh tradition, to be very inacces
sible to ordinary persons. They will not say that a pure devotee 
caught a cold but that he "had the pastime of ecstasy of 
appearing to have a cold." This kind of presentation is not Lhe 
way Prabhupada wrote. Prabhupada wrote in more down-to
earLh, clear-cut prose. I tried to capture boLh the devotee 
audience as well as Lhe larger audience, and it is not an easy 
Lhing. 

PART TWO: AN 
ARTICLE 

VERY
 
HUMAN? 

by Riktaharsana dasa 

I was very impressed by a number of 
points you raised to challenge Lhe so
called GBC. Particularly, I was encour
aged by Point 14, your desire to review 
Lheauthenticity of the "Lilamrita". Tran
scendentalliterature is only meant to lift 
conditioned souls out of the material 
conception of life. Bona fide glorifica
tion of the Lord and His unalloyed devo
tee is in such literature and produces Lhat 
effect. The more Lhe reader appreciates 

Lhe actual position ofKrishna and His representative, Lhemore 
that reader gives up the doggish mentality of Lhinking himself 
Lhe controller or enjoyer. If the conditioned soul is not only 
allowed, but even accidentally encouraged, to entertain Lhe 
idea that Srila Prabhupada was only an extremely powerful or 
influential man, he is subtly deceived by what he reads. If a 
book about a pure devotee is actually transcendental, it must 
make the distinction between mundane men and the 
shaktyavesh-avatar from the very outset; that distinction can
not be mentioned incidentally. In his own writings about his 
own guru, Srila Prabhupada does not present mundane mis
conceptions about Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami. 
Caitanya-Charitamrita similarly pushes its reader to accept 
the supreme divinity and transcendence of Sri Krishna 
Caitanya, before any talk of pastimes. Srila Vyasadeva uses 
nine cantos to do Lhe same. 
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semi-mundane biography is a great ~.....1 ;'< '.' ~#~:.!~~('f)~ in the Bowery were even more secure 
~~~ 

The eyes of the stubborn and owlish conditioned soul 
require to be forced open by any author who purports to be 
presenting transcendental literature. Only then is sucha writer 
his reader's well-wisher. Such a reader must be yanked out of 
his misconceptions, or he will simple remain mired in seeing 
everyone to be just like himself (atmavat manyate jagat). He 
then thinks, "Srila Prabhupada is just like me. How nice! Let 
me go on in this way." The professional Bhagavatam reciters 
encourage their hearers similarly. They skip immediately to 
the like of Krishna, omitting to impress their audience about 
the distinction between Krishna and 
ordinary bhaktas. 

If an author is not actually autho
rized by Krishna, the nectar of tran

scendent~~l1lilahe seems to be writing 
about w1l1 actually produce results 
opposed to nectar. To even slightly 
reduce the pastimes of Srila Prabhu
pada to the level of a semi-spirituaV 

disservice to everyone who reads it. 
What will most conditioned souls 
conclude whenthey come across those 
intermittent mundane descriptions of 
His Divine Grace? Consider the fol
lowing quotes: 

"He went on with his duties, but 
remained shaken by the dream." 
Volume 1, Ch.3, pg.59 

"AlthoughPrabhupada's home had 
suddenly become an insane terror, the 
street at its door was also a hellish, 
dangerous place. He was shaken." 
Volume 2, Ch.6, pg.95 

"This is what it meant to be working without government 
sponsorship without the supportofany religious organization, 
without a patron. It meant feeling vulnerable and insecure." 
Vol.2, Ch.6, pg.96 

"His spiritual emotions were so turbulent that he wasn't 
thinking of going to Jhansi. He wanted to take a train 
to...anywhere... Abhay spent his time in Jhargram chanting 
the holy name and becoming settled in detachment from his 
family." VoU, Ch.7, pg 163 

"Suddenly, he was as homeless as any derelict on the street. 
In fact, many of them, with their long-time berths in flop
houses, were more secure than he. They were ruined, but 
settled...If he couldn't go to the loft, he had no place." Vol.2, 
Ch.6,pg.96 

"(His look) is peaceful and knowing, a~ if he has suddenly 
become a sadhu on the day his father passed away." Vol. 1, 
Ch.3,pg.59 

"He had gotten first hand experience of American life, and 
he gained confidence that his health was strong and his 
message communicable." Vol.2, Ch.2, pg.20 

In the first two quotes from the hardbound "Lilarnrita", 

~ ECHOES FROM THE CANY~~ ~ man bewildered upon losing his ma
terial happiness. He just had too flee 

.~ _~--/ ~-. ... anywhere! Even the Brahman-re
~~ ,<- ~"'.:'-\,l, .. c."~; alized yogi is fixed in detachment. 
- ,...::--::- ~~~~~E." ~oI~:~' The fifth quote is most horrendous. It 

'- _.-:..... '" -"'--......, ~f ~~~,:;;e~~~: directly compares Prabhupada to a 
_ =_--=-:--- ~~V~t<'O" ~~~~ #....~~ :r(----=:...-= bum. In fact, it contends that the bums 

than him. As if an insignificant hay
loft means anything to someone al
ready situated in Goloka! The sixth 
quote is one of many examples of 
mental speculation in the book. It 

-GAuTION- I 
'5o...·"'l'::-s i·" r G I insinuates that it took the death of

:~".:,o\ -""I"i c,:. o . 

;l?~i~;5:Z G~~:;~ i Prabhupada's father in order to jolt His 
.-~~C 

Divine Grace into becoming a sadhu. 
The seventh quotecontends thatPrabhu
pada needed to get experience with 
Americans before he felt confident in his 
preaching. Realization does not require 
confidence. 

Now, if the argument is raised that 
Srila Prabhupada himself made statements like these in private 
room conversations, that rationalization should be kicked out. 
When a pure devotee chooses to provoke emotions from his 
disciples by apparently denigrating himself, that is not meant to go 
into books which reach tens of thousands of neophytes and 
nondevotees. And such statements are never to be taken literally 
either. Are we todirectlybelieveKrishnadas Kavirajawhen he says 
that he is lower than the wonns in the stool!?! 

Any biography of an acarya must be above suspicion and 
without the defects present in the LiIamrita. The author quotes this 
himself in his book: 

"Unless one isempowered by the higherauthoritiesoradvanced 
devotees, one cannot write transcendental literature, for all such 
literature must be above suspicion, or in other words, it must have 
noneofthedefectsofconditionedsouls, namely mistakes, illusions, 
cheating and imperfect sense perception." Preface pp. xi-xii 

No sane and knowledgeable reader ofLiIamrita could consider 
its author either empowered or free from conditional defects. 
Indeed, the book creates suspicion for those readers not duped by 
its sentimentalism.To talkaboutPrabhupadabeing"LordKrishna's 
empowered representative," and, within the same sentence, con-

material circumstances ar said to have "shaken" the Bhagavan
realized devotee of the Lord. This is spite of the fact that even 
a Paramatma-realized yogi "is never shaken, even in the midst 
of the greatest difficulty." (BG. 6.23) Then the book, in quote 
three above, presupposes that Prabhupada was "vulnerable 
and insecure" because he lacked big-money patronage. What 
about the pure devotees like Kholavecara Sridhara and 
Gaurakishora das Babaji, then? Does money have anything to 
do with the security felt by an uttama-adhikari? The fourth 
quote covers its offense somewhat, referring to Prabhupada' s 

"spiritual" emotions. Nevertheless, it 
still creates the image of an attached 
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tend that his initial preaching constituted "years of struggle" is to 
employ the same twisted logic which gave us the title concept the 
"GumReform"Notebook. Toconstantly refer to yourown spiritual 
masteras "AbhayCaran" makes good copy amongst the literati and 
people of their ilk, but it is to make offense within the circles oftrue 
Vaishnavas. 

Who's ultimately responsible for this? The author gives us a 
clue: 

"The responsibility of commissioning such a work rested with 
the Governing Body Commission of ISKCON. At their annual 
meeting in 1978, the GBC resolved that a biography of Srila 
Prabhupada should be written and that I would be the author." 
Preface pg.xi 

So it's no accident that, in Volume Six of this work, Srila 
Prabhupadaisquotedas saying,"EvenI mustfollow theGBC." Not 
hard to understand what kind of effect that quote is meant to 
produce! Would Srila Prabhupada have followed the GBC in the 
spring of 1986? Would he have approved their eight to six vote 
(with two abstentions) which kept as gum an admitted homo
sexual? Would Prabhupada have followed the GBC then? Would 
he have "cooperated" with such a vote? 

We must reject this Li1amrita because of so many contamina
tions within it; and we have only presented a handful of them. 
Materialconceptions do notapply toan eternalassociateoftheLord 
such as Srila Prabhupada Despite this, Lilamrita weaves into its 
storyline a viewpoint of Prabhupada which devotees would have 
never accepted while he was here. If, previously, some kind of 
Mayavadi would have pressed a devotee to believe these kinds of 
views, if the devotee didn't run away, he would have blasted the 
offender instead. 

Accepting any mundane conception of the spiritual master is 
dangerous. The scripture describes such misconceptionsofthe gum 
as hellish mentality. It is capable of uprooting the devotional 
creeper ofeven a staunch devotee, a nistha-bhakta. The real fixed 
up devotee would view mundane statements about the acarya, 
especially if they were printedin abook distributed toovera million 
people, as maha-gum-aparadha. 

It's called Li1amrita, but amongst the devotees who find it 
flawed, many consider its shortcomings as more than simple 
isolated mistakes. The Bhagavatam says that the effect is always 
present in the cause. The book was created in order to help produce 
the effects which now constitute what we experience as the present 
corporate ISKCON institution. The book took birth during the 
heyday of the zonal acarya fervor. Even if we are so polite (and 
naive?) as to say the author's motives were subconscious, the main 
effect it helped to produce was rather blatant It becomes much 
easier toacceptan ordinary,conditioned man asafull-blown acarya 
as the real acarya is brought down to the level of an ordinary man. 
And that, in this case, being the sampradaya acarya, no less! The 
eleven zonal acharyas deceived themselves into thinking that they 
were gum despite their bad habits, offenses and deviations. The 
Lilamrita's mundane portrayal ofSrila Prabhupada is the inevitable 
product of inwardly accepting such a definition of gum. 

In conclusion, posing as an uttarna-adhikari can never be in
spired by the internal energy of the Lord, whether such posturing 

was enacted individually or in unison. Instead, such cheating is a 
product of the illusory energy of the Lord and has now become 
institutionally hardened into ISKCON's foundation. The Lilamrita 
was an integral ingredient of that foundation's cement 

Ironically, a review was printed within the Lilamrita. It read, "It 
(the book) is a very human story, with a very human A. C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami in the center." This quote came from an 
influentialAmericanprofessor. Howperfectlythisstatementmocks 
those of us who foolishly accepted it 

PART THREE: ANARTICLE 

Lilamrita 
Disturbance 

by Urdhvaga das 

While Ihave the greatest respect for Srila SatsvarupaMaharaja's 
personal reform (seeGumReform Book), Iam unable, however, to 
accept his Lilamrita which I find not only very painful to read but 
also very offensive and distorting. 

Srila Satsvampa wrote the Lilamrita before his personal reform 
took place, that means when he was still under the misconception 
of being a "Prabhupada-appointed successor-acarya"; which he 
lateron admitted wasan erroneouspresumptiononly. TheLilamrita 
is therefore imbued with Satsvampa'spersonal misconceptionsand 
incomplete realizations; and thus cannot be an "authorized biogra
phy of Srila Prabhupada". 

Besidesfalling shortofdescribingapure Mahabhagavata Devo
tee of Lord Krishna, the Lilamrita also very badly misrepresents 
Srila Prabhupada by indicating that Srila Prabhupada left his 
movement in the care of eleven chosen "successor-acaryas". By 
advocating a bogusGuru-system the Lilamrita has notonly heavily 
deviated from SrilaPrabhupada'soriginally established ISKCON
Society but the Lilamrita is also perverting Srila Prabhupada's 
philosophy. 

The book puts forth ideas which contradict Srila Prabhupada's 
statements. Ifone accepts the Lilamrita's conclusions, one will be 
forced to subtly interpret Srila Prabhupada's books in such a way 
that one may somehow be forced to correspond with the distorted 
understandings of the Lilamrita. 1be author quotes a mundane 
professor's review of his book describing it as a "very real human 
story." (Prof. Hopkin). 

"I invite the reader to enjoy the very real human life story ofSrila 
Prabhupada, who is known in this volume as Abhay Charan." 
Lilamrita 1, Intro. p. 19, by the author himself. 

The Li1amrita is also written in a lowclass language because it 
portrays SrilaPrabhupada in a very mundane way by attempting to 
show thatSrilaPrabhupadabecomes fatigued, goes into ignorance, 
gets heartstroke, diseased, starves, suffers from old age, has imper
fect senses, becomesdrowsy, dozes off, made mistakes,etc.LLI ,po 
286 "Bhaktivedanta Swami's neighbors observed him coming 
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home dead tired. He stayed around 11:00and then became drowsy. 
The next morning SriJa Prabhupada didn't get up. He was ex
hausted. It became apparent that he was over-exerting himself." 
LL2p. 269. SB.3.2.3 In the transcendental service there isno feeling 
offatigue, because it is spiritual service and not on the bodily plane. 
Service on the bodily plane dwindles as the body grows older, but 
the spirit is never old, on the spiritual plane the service is never 
tiresome. 

LLl,p.287 "He (SriJa Prabhupada) was dangerously old and not 
in strong health." SB.5.4.5 Another symptom ofa liberated person 
is vijara, which indicates that he is not subjected to the miseries of 
old age. 

LLl,p194 "Abhay suddenly began reeling, half unconscious, 
overcome by the heaL" BG. 6.7 "The devotee of the Lord is 
unaffected by the dualities of material existence, namely distress 
and happiness, cold and heaL" 

Etc., etc., etc. My list goes on for 39 pages. 
If someone, in the name of glorifying His Divine Grace Srila 

Prabhupada,alsocriticizes him by attributing to him such mundane 
qualities as destitution, insecurity, vulnerability, directionlessness, 
familial attachment, dependency on others, attainment of knowl
edge via material experiences, etc., then Srila Prabhupada's spiri
tual authority is brought into question. Interpreting the Vedic 
literature minimizes the authority of the Vedas. 

Mixing the spiritual with the mundane allows the mundane to be 
accepted as spiritual,and thespiritual tobe consideredina mundane 
manner. The Lilamrita is notonly unbonafide and unauthorized but 
also very offensive because the author portrays SrilaPrabhupada in 
such a way, that the reader mightget the wrong impression ofSrila 
Prabhupada as a mere mortal being or just another of the many 
Indian hippie-gums whocame to theWest tosavesomefreaked-out 

Western drug-addicts. 
The Lilamrita's description does not sound very glorious when 

it proceeds to delineate the pure devotee's activities and qualities, 
from its incomplete and imperfect vision, which regularly is found 
to contradict that of Sastra (Srimad Bhagavatarn). 

If the GBC has any regard for SriJa Prabhupada as a "nitya
siddha" devotee, then they will declare the LiIamrita unbonafide 
and unauthorized and will prohibit it from being further printed. 

I suggest that the Lilamrita should be immediately corrected and 
redone inproper manner,eliminating the completelydistorted view 
of Srila Prabhupada presently given. 

The Lilamrita also refers to the bonafide spiritual master, Srila 
Prabhupada as "Abhay". The authors of the Lilamrita are initiated 
disciples of Srila Prabhupada, but unfortunately they have the 
boldness to refer to their guru as "Abhay". It is no wonder that the 
readers of this book consider SriJa Prabhupada as a "very human 
story". His Divine Grace always referred to his spiritual master, His 
Divine Grace SrilaBhaktisiddhanta SaraswatiGoswami Maharaja, 
in these exalted terms, even when he referred to a pastime of his 
spiritual master as a 6 month old child. 

Perhaps the author of the Lilamrita, who has gone through the 
process ofrectification and purification, and who is no longer under 
the misconception of being a chosen successor of His Divine 
Grace, can re-write Srila Prabhupada's Autobiography in such a 
way that Srila Prabhupada is portrayed properly. 

However, IamindoubtthatSrilaSatsvarupaMaharajaisablenow 
tocorrectlydescribehisspiritualmaster,SriJaPrabhupada,according 
to Sastra, in the topmost term; a nitya-siddha, rnahabhagavata, 
liberated soul, puredevotee, fully surrenderedtoand dependentupon 
LordSriKrishna. Perhapsifbe were tocometo theaboveunderstand
ing, I could bUSt any future writinC he may produce. 
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From Mahadevan Iyer, carrollton, TX 
11.28.90: 

Hare Krsna! Thank you for VVR 14 which, as usual, 
covered a lot of spiritual material in depth. I think you deserve 
a lot of credit and admiration for launching an almost single
handed battle against the GBC and the ISKCON as it is 
constituted now. I am sure you will have the unqualified 
support and blessings of Lord Krishna and Prabhupada for 
sparing no pain to expose the pseudo-gurus and their hypoc
risy. We have had enough of these upstarts and it is time 
ISKCON finds an entirely new type and quality of leadership 
and principles. Please carry on this crusade and you will surely 
have the support of the devotees of Lord Krishna. 

From Priya Bhakta das, Montreal, 
12.17.90: 

Victory to Srila Prabhupada who stood alone and spoke the 
Truth in this hellish age of untruth and hypocrisy. Those who 
lie and cheat are only fooling themselves in the end. Any 
honest God-conscious soul can see the Truth when he hears it. 
What more can I say? Thank you for sending me your VVR 14 
even if I don't subscribe. It is only due to lack of funds. 

From Gauradasa, Florida: 
I could offer you some suggestions on how you could better 

serve ISKCON but if you won't hear from the qualified 
members of the GBC, then surely my comments would be 
disregarded and of no worth to you. 

From Nancy Mccauley, Brockport, NY: 
I received VVR 14 -excellent as always! Your publication 

is such a raft of mercy! I am very interested in viewing the 
ritvik videos. Try as I might, I still can't see the GBC's 
position making any sense; there seems to be more evidence 
to the contrary, and the ISKCON Journal told me nothing... 
Please keep up your quest. Srila Prabhupada must be brought 
back to the forefront of ISKCON! 

From Ram Gopal, Martins Ferry, OH, 
12.5.90: 

In S Bhag, Kapila's instructions to Devahuti and, in Canto 

11,Krsna'sinstructions to Uddhava, theprocessofpranayarna 
is described wherein inhalation, retention, and exhalation; 
and the opposite exhalation, retention, and inhalation are 
described. I also heard that S Sanatana Goswami also says that 
one can practice pranayama before chanting rounds. Can you 
fill me in on details of this breathing, especially the exhala
tion, retention and inhalation process. 

Editor's Note: This is in reference to the type ofchanting 
practiced in New Vrindaban. Does anyone have info on 
Sanatana Goswami's actual instructions in this regard? 

From Vicitra-vasini dasi, calcutta, 
12.24.90: 

The enclosed magazine for Jayapataka's disciples just 
came out. A temple president suggested I send you a copy. I 
took one look at the ~over and immediately became indig
nant-how he can advertise himself as "Sri Guru"? He is 
personally supervising distribution of this magazine. (Be sure 
you see page 7, where he discusses whether or not he himself 
is an eternal associate of Lord Chaitanya. His answer: very 
vague.) 

I had been staying in Mayapur with a close friend and was 
just told by the Council that I had to leave because I do not 
accept Jayapataka Swami. I had not been criticizing JPS, I was 
keeping quiet. I am allowed to visit for three days only from 
time to time. I wrote a letter to the Council apologizing for any 
offense I had made to JPS and asked them to reconsider their 
decision. Then I was questioned by Bhakta Rupa to see where 
I stand philosophically. Actually I felt like it was an attempt 
to deprogram me. He tried to get me to agree that 100% 
surrender must be given to diksha gurus, no matter what 
platform they're on. And no views ever expressed in VVR are 
acceptable to the ISKCON party line. Disciple is not allowed 
to see any discrepancies in their gurus, only certain quotes 
from Prabhupada are allowed, and disciple is not allowed to 
reject a faulty guru. I have been given no just cause for my 
expulsion, nor did anyone ever approach me in any sincere 
way to allay my doubts. Under these circumstances, I had to 
leave Mayapur, and now I hear that four other devotees have 
had the same story to tell the Calcutta TP. A false rumor is 
being circulated that I was too attached to JPS and that he thus 
rejected me. 

I was told that this summer Dhruva was buying his apart
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ment in Mayapur and JPS sent Satadhanya to him saying the 
Council had reconsidered and didn't want to sell him the 
apartment because he doesn't do enough service for Mayapur. 
Dhruva answered that he knew the real reason was that he had 
distributed some VVR's and if they refused to sell him the 
apartment after having been promised it, he would fight them 
and go to the GBC and all the way to the Judicial Committee 
if necessary, so Mayapur backed down and sold him the 
apartment. What a regime! 

I'm nicely situated in Calcutta now and am busy making 
cakes in our bakery for the Christmas rush. Next month I'm 
going to South India and then plan to come back to Calcutta 
in February, perhaps until Ratha Yatra in June. 

From Dharmabna das, Jessup, GA, 
12.8.90: 

Recently I received VVR 14 and again was thoroughly 
enlivened by the contents. I am especially encouraged by the 
"Letters" section. I remember being at New Vrindavan and 
being terrified and guilty for wanting to speak out about the 
nonsense going on there. Now there finally exists an opportu
nity for devotees to voice their feelings. Keep it up and don't 
be intimidated. What you're doing is very healthy for Srila 
Prabhupada's movement. 

At a recent PTA meeting at our Alachua community in 
Florida the question of sex education came up. It seems that 
some parents think it necessary to give some basic instruction 
on this matter and others think that it shouldn't be discussed 
and hopefully it will go away. I was wondering how you have 
dealt with this. It seems to me that as we teach the children 
mathematics, geography and so on that a little basic knowl
edge of their bodily functions wouldn't hurt. Better they learn 
from devotees in a Krsna conscious setting than from the 
karmi boyfriends some of the girls are learning from at our 
community. PS: I recently testified in the Thomas Drescher 
trial in LA. 

Editor's Note: Between the parents and teachers, our 
children should be educated in all relevant practical knowl
edge, butfrom the viewpoint ofsastra or Krsna consciousness 
only. Needless to say, the problem herein is not as much as 
what to teach, but who and how. 

From Anonymous, Baltimore, MD, 12.1.90: 
Stop beating a dead challenge horse!!!!! 

From Gauridasa Pandita dasa, 12.10.90: 
Here's a couple of ISKCON Asian publications you might 

find interesting. More evidence of how the zonal acharya 
system is still haunting us. In Malaysia, Jayapataka is pro
moted as the "Guru of the Hare Krsna movement." This was 
the quote from the local newspaper which received the infor
mation from the temple. Then there are Hansadutta' s disciples 
that are still worshipping him! Fanatics! The weak-minded 
devotees are being controlled by unqualified "gurus". 

I just finished reading VVR 14 and I'm very impressed. 
Your writings and realizations are ever-increasing, bold and 
on the mark. Who was"Anonymous dasa"? Those two articles 
were dynamite, excellent! Ravindra's 1984 paper was great 
also. When I got to the end and saw his name and date, it was 
great. Keep exposing these pretenders. You're doing the 
greatest service for this movement. Although it seems like 
poison now, later the churning of the Truth will produce the 
Nectar. 

From Serage Baranow, Moscow: 
What about receiving gayatri from books of Srila Prabhu

pada without any initiation from a living guru? If you say 
gurus are bogus, what's wrong to accept gayatri chanting from 
Srila Prabhupada's books only? (Srirnad Bhagavatam Fifth 
Canto and CC -Madhya lila.) As you think, is it possible to 
accept any drugs or drug-like medicine inacauseofsharp pain 
from disease? (ED: Reader's comments?) 

I am your well-wisher so from that reason, I have difficul
ties with association of devotees. How to associate with 
devotees if VVR and it's readers are outcast? It's difficult for 
me to be strong with the four principles without any associa
tion. Thank you ever so much. SrilaPrabhupada forever! Your 
company is senior devotees for me. 

From Na:tha das, LA, CA, 11.12.90: 
I want to thank you for publishing VVR. I read each issue 

cover to cover, and I like it very much indeed as it forces my 
dull brain to think of the issues facing us. Keep up the good 
work. 

From Jack Elliot, Historic Preservation 
Division, Mississippi Department of 
Archives and History, Jackson, MS, 

12.19.90: 
Thanks a million for the usage of the tapes. They have been 

both entertaining and informative. I have interested the MSU 
Department of Philosophy and Religion in them and expect to 
hear within the next few days whether or not they are inter
ested in purchasing them. Incidentally, in November I at
tended the American Academy of Religion meeting in New 
Orleans where I met and had a long discussion with an old 
friend of yours, Jayadvaita Swami. He seemed like a pleasant 
chap and despite differences within ISKCON, he spoke of you 
in a very complimentary fashion. All the best. 

From Vishwa Ranjan, New Delhi, 12.16.90: 
About 3 weeks back I received ten copies of VVR 13. I 

distributed 4 copies at Krsna BalaramaTemple, Vrindaban, to 
DhanurdharaSwami, Bhurijanadas, SitaDevi Dasi, and Deen 
Bandhu das. Five copies were distributed at the Radha Partha 
Sarathi Temple, ISKCON New Delhi, to Krishna Gopal das, 
Ram Parashar, Maheshwariji and other prominent life mem
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bers of Delhi ISKCON fraternity. Every Sunday, a regular 
program is held at ISKCON Temple, New Delhi. There is 
pravachan, kirtana and Sunday feast About 300 devotees 
participate in these programs. There is a talk among the 
devotees about VVR and both positive and negative com
ments are made. 

, 
In this issue of VVR, I find the New Jaipur Regulations and 

Constitution very interesting and enlightening. It gives an 
idea of the type of comniunity you are trying to build. I wish 
there were some such communities in India where I could 
become a member and lead a useful life. The rules of the New 
Jaipur community are in accordance with Vedic culture and 
shastras. They are the solution to all 

ISKCON, it would be more potent and produce more results? 
Let the GBC have the buildings which they believe they now 
own and the rest of the material assets. There are many 
devotees with enough business acumen to gather resources to 
start projects and I really don't believe the BBT would refuse 
to fill anyone's book orders, so what's the problem? 

The ISKCON that Prabhupada referred to when he said, "I 
am ISKCON," is the spiritual movement not the material 
designation of the corporation. One must try to see this in a 
transcendental light If you are trying your utmost to follow 
Srila Prabhupada's instructions and to spread Krishna con
sciousness with whatever means the Lord has given you, you 

are always a part of ISKCON. That will 
world problems and will enable human never change regardless of what the 
life to be purposeful and happy. I know, material name of the nonprofit corpo
you must be facing many difficulties, ration is. It only takes a few hundred 
but I can only pray for your success so dollars to incorporate, and devotees 
that New Jaipur Village may become a can easily rent temples (the buildings 
model community. used). All of our centers, pretty much, 

Though ISKCON as it is is doing were rented in the beginning. Just as 
useful work, I feel that too much power you have done in Mississippi, others 
and resources are concentrated in the can do. Following the order of your 
hands ofGBC's. As a result they tend to guru does not necessarily mean remain
become corrupt There are no councils ing a so-called "member" of ISKCON. 
ofbrahmanas to check and guide GBC' s If that was what our guru meant, Srila 
who are executive heads and hold vast Prabhupada would have started 
resources of temples and also faith and "Gaudiya Math U.S.A." not 
reverence of their shishyas. As a result "ISKCON". What is important is that 
the GBC's tend to lead luxurious lives you use this short lifetime to the best of 
and are concerned moreabout their com your ability to become Krishna con
forts and power. It is because of this scious, and to spread this to the popula
reason that much progress has not been tion at large. 
made in ISKCON movement after Srila If there were other centers with regu
Prabhupada's disappearance. All the lated programs, deities, book distribu
three major temples and centers of tion, prasadam distribution, etc., we'd 
ISKCON in India, viz., Bombay, soon find that it really doesn't matter 

what the GBC thinks! There are many Vrindaban and Mayapur, were built in!" 
the lifetime ofSrilaPrabhupada. Though t-\..., 0 £.R...A0A D \ tot O\A 
over 13 year~ have elapsed since his disappearance, no other 
major center of ISKCON has come up in India. 

From Hamsavatara dasa, Honolulu, HI,J 
12A.90: 

There is so much anger and frustration with the GBC, as 
you say, and to be honest I agree with your evaluation of this 
"ISKCON" situation. I do believe though that for the time 
being it is wasted energy trying to change "them" or their 
powerful position. Krsna has allowed them their free will,just 
as we are allowed ours. Do not believe that they believe the so
called "resolutions" that they expound. Unfortunately their 
power has corrupted them and they are addicted to their 
temporary positions in these bodies. 

Don't you think that if you preached more for devotees to 
group together, start temples and projects, and to work to
gether to spread Krishna consciousness, than to try to change 

of us who are disciples ofSrila Prabhu
pada and it is our duty to carry out this mission. Life is not 
meant to always be easy, so although it's easier to just do 
nothing and go along, you will later regret that you didn't 
follow your heart Pray to Krsna for strength and persever
ance, then depend on Him. Single-handedly SrilaPrabhupada 
changed the face of this planet Are we, his disciples, to 
squabble to our graves or die trying to spread this philosophy? 
The choice is up to each one of us. 

From Gaurasundara class, 8.8.90: 
I have just finished reading VVR 3. The first time I heard 

about the New Jaipur Temple was about a year ago. One day 
Nityananda's name came up in a conversation that I was 
having with another devotee. I was told that he was respon
sible for a great deal of the problems regarding the Robin 
George case. I was told that the VVR and everything con
nected to the New Jaipur Temple was maya. I have been a 

I 
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devotee for the last 12 years. Basically, when Ijoined ISKCON, 
I was taught to not question my authorities or the decisions 
that were made regarding the treatment and general attitude all 
temple devotees should hold toward "so-called enemies of the 
movement." 

The fact is, Nityananda and New Jaipur were projected to 
me in a way that made me stop and ask myself: "Is this for 
real?" I was initiated by Ramesvara and have been spoon-fed 
a lot of bogus information over the years. An intelligent 
person must develop the ability to separate fact from fiction. 
One day I came home to find a copy of the VVR at our home. 
I found it to be very inspirational and direct. A lot of the 
information about the guru issue was not known to me until I 
read your magazine. Quite frankly, in the VVR 13, 
Nityananda's answers in the letter section 
appear to be very philosophically sound. I 
enjoyed your magazine and hope that all the 
devotees in New Jaipur continue to serve 
Srila Prabhupada in such a nice way. All 
glories to Srila Prabhupada!! 

From Sita devi dasi,
 
Thornbury, Ontario, 12.31.90:
 

I'm sending some quotations from Gopal 
Krsna Maharaja, excerpts from our brief fr 

talk with him a few weeks ago. He said 
several times, "The ritvik theory is bogus," 
and seemed to think that having this system 
meant not accepting any guru. He referred 
to TKG's not replying to your accusations 
as if to support his not replying either. A 
devotee in Toronto spoke with Prabhupada 
dasa regarding his "ritvik" initiation and 

was nearly cut off by the temple president ""-'-IJ A \ C' A. .... 

who wanted to interrupt the conversation. .... .rtJl'\"" ~n 

Prabhupada dasa said that at the time of initiation he clearly 
felt he was Srila Prabhupada's disciple, and no matter way 
GKG says now, he can't change that! 

Looking forward to issue l5-please send it in a plain 
envelope. I have nearly distributed the 12 copies you sent 
earlier. Support is growing in Toronto. We watched the ritvik 
tapes and will let another devotee couple watch it before 
returning it; the GBC's arguments are very weak and based on 
personal attacks. Why have they barred further discussions 
when it was agreed on at that meeting by practically everyone 
present? (Jagadish Goswami refuses to speak about it around 
here.) 

Editor's Note: Upon request, WR will send 5 to 12 extra 
copies to selected individuals who would like to pass them out 
to devotees in their area who are too poor to subscribe, are 
new to VVR or are interested to read it, etc. Just let us know. 
But we depend on our paid subscribers to keep the WR 
project going! 

From Prabhas das and Bisalaksi dasi, 

Royal Oak, MI, 12.10.90: 
We very much appreciate your services to ISKCON and 

devotees all over the world. Thank you for sending VVR to us. 
We always find it enlivening to our devotional creepers. 

From Gaura das, Rorida, 2.11.91 : 
I hope that as Godbrothers, we can soon stop pinching our 

spiritual father, Srila Prabhupada from either side, when in the 
name of one side making itself appear righteous and the other 
side mischievous, the end result is that the father is pained 
from either side. 

While the dikshalritvik battle ensues, I see many qualified 
Godbrothers offering first-class siksha to their students who 

most ISKCON diksha gurus consider to 
be Prabhupada's disciples anyway, al
though these diksha gurus have been en
trusted by Srila Prabhupada to engage 
these students (disciples) in his service. 
Srila Prabhupada always saw his· dis
ciples as being sent by Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta, and he engaged us in 
helping him to carry out 
Bhaktisiddhanta's orders. Those that you 
accuse of supporting a bogus diksha sys
tem are continuing to increase the spiri
tual strength of our ISKCON by giving 
birth to so many new qualified bhaktas 
and bhaktins! These new devotees are 
dynamically taking the essence of Srila 
Prabhupada's mission to heart by distrib
uting Srila Prabhupada into millions of 
conditioned souls' homes. The potency 
of the Brahma Madhva Gaudiya 

::TUN6Lf.,. Sampradayaisaliveand well in ISKCON! 
I recommend you look at the World 

Sankirtana Newsletter sometime. A Vaishnava can be judged 
by how many others he can turn into Vaishnavas according to 
Srila Bhaktivinode Thakura. Every book distributed in a 
gentlemanly fashion is virtually a devotee made. This was the 
best year for book distribution in ISKCON's history! 

Those of us who are so strongly critical of the current 
diksha system which I believe Srila Prabhupada gave to us, 
should take a closer look at the fruits of our own preaching 
efforts, compare it to the invigorating results ofother success
ful preachers and remove the log from our own eyes before we 
take the splinters out of others. 

For the last few years, I feel extremely fortunate and 
privileged to be able to regularly associate with the senior 
preachers of North America (such as HH Ganapati Swami, 
HH Tamala Krishna Goswami, HH Hrdayananda Goswami, 
HH Romapada Swami, HH Angrani Swami, HH Vipramukhya 
Swami, HH Gunagrahi Swami, HH Jagadisha Maharaja, HH 
Satsvarupa Maharaja, HH Jayadvaita Swami, HH Virabahu, 
Badrinarayana, Annutama, Prthu Srava, and Danavir Prabhus 
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to name just a few). Some are initiating and some are not. That 
i doesn't make one more authorized than the other. They are all 

taking the "burden oflove" ofgiving up personal comforts and 
selflessly going out of their way to preach the sankirtana 
mission. 

In the name of spreading the "greater ISKCON", I think we 
have to be very cautious about not becoming the "lesser 
ISKCON" by minimizing those who are always meditating on 
progressively maintaining the transcendental institution that 
His Divine Grace gave us. P.S. Several Godbrothers (initiat
ing) admittedly made blunders during the "acarya syndrome" 
but as a result they've become humbled for it and better 
Vaishnavas. Api cet sudur-acarah. Let's not dwell on the past: 

"Forget the past that sleeps, and ne'er
 
The future dream at all,
 
But at in times that are with thee
 
And progress thee shall call!!
 

-BK Thakura 
Had we been in the position of respon


sibility of many of those that encountered
 
difficulties or fell, would we have done
 

I better? Krishna is rectifying and purifying 
His movement from within. 

If those initiating Godbrothers were not
 
closely linked up with the parampara, how
 
could they be so empowered to continue
 
vigorously preaching? Kali kalera nama
 
sankirtana. krishna sakti vina nahe tara
 
pravartana. This is what I believe to one
 
the most conclusive statements regarding
 
the ritvik issue.
 

If the head of our Sampradaya is not 
regarded as a pure devotee yet is exalted 

i enough to lead it, why can't we regard our 
. Godbrothers as exalted personalities who 

by symptom of their preaching are enthus
ing thousands to be connected to our Sampradaya. 

You don't have to l>e an uttarna-adhikari to initiate. Why 
blow everything out of proportion and create so much dissen
sion? VVR started out as a wonderful forum for devotees to 
exchange ideas until it got constipated on the ritvik/diksha 
issue. Please go back to your original format! Then you'll be 
back at the level of the "New Talavan Review" that Srila 
Prabhupada praised you for! There is still a lot of nectar in 
your pages. See if you can print one issue without mentioning 
the ritvik issue. Heads will turn! 

From Anonymous, East Lansing, MI, 
12.14.90: 

I am not a devotee so my opinion has no merit, but in my 
heart I support your efforts to promote ritvik initiation in 
ISKCON until such time as a worthy successor to Srila 
Prabhupada appears. Srila Prabhupada is so obviously a great 
saint; unfortunately, the same cannot be said of all of his 
successors. If I were to take initiation I would want to put 

myself under the spiritual protection of a truly pure soul; I 
would not care to take as spiritUal master a novice devotee 
who could relapse at any time. I wish there were not so much 
disagreement between the ISKCON GBC and New Jaipur; 
conflict is very seductive, and a difference in principle can 
become, in time, a schism, with both sides opposing each 
other for the sake of being in opposition. 

In my opinion, the best thing devotees and friends of 
ISKCON can do is to pray to Prabhupada to continue to guide 
and protect his ISKCON, and to make sure his disciples 
handle all things as he desires. The Krishna Consciousness 
Movement (outside of India) is Prabhupada's movement; 
without Prabhupada's mercy it is doomed, and it breaks my 
heart to see senior devotees falling down and fighting amongst 

thernselves and to see ISKCON splintering 
into sects. I pray that Prabhupada will 
establish the form of initiation that he de
sires for ISKCON, and that he will restore 
harmony between you in New Jaipur and 
the GBC. 

From Gaurasundara Dasa 
Adhikari, 12.10.90: 

All glories to Srila Prabhupada! All glo
ries to everyone's devotional service to 
SrilaPrabhupada! I would like to thank the 
editors for all the nectar that went into the 
new VVR. I really enjoyed the contents of 
the magazine. One day, I hope to meet the 
editors personally so that I can congratu
late them on the work that they are doing 
for Srila Prabhupada. I think the GBC 
owes every devotee in ISKCON an apol
ogy. The GBC also owes every devotee the 
truth. The GBC should not think that they 

are free from all reactions in this matter. Krsna knows what is 
in all of our hearts. 

From Gauridasa Pandita Das to Sivarama 
Swami,Aubum, WA, 12.11.90: 

I just returned from an extensive tour of India and Asia. I 
saw you in Vrindavan and Mayapur and wanted to talk to you 
but the opportunity never arose. I did talk to Jayapataka 
Swami and afterwards he advised that I write you. He agreed 
that it would be beneficial for the movement to have at least 
one more GBC meeting to discuss the guru issue. He asked 
you to put it on the agenda. We need to clear the air once and 
for all. We must cooperate and communicate to unite Srila 
Prabhupada's mission. You might think that the guru issue is 
settled with the ISKCON Journal but the reality is that the 
majority of devotees are not satisfied with the ISKCON 
Journal (it was published even before the GBC meeting), nor 
are they satisfied with last year's GBC meeting. Nor are they 
satisfied with GBC policy on guru tattva. Nor are they satis
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fied with TKG's responses to the guru issue and what he heard 
from Srila Prabhupada. Why is the "appointment tape" back
wards with the July 8th conversation first, then the May 28th 
conversation after without any indication? It's the only tape in 
the archives that is chronologically backwards! There were 
other discussions with SrilaPrabhupada about initiations after 
his departure, as I personally heard them, but they have 
curiously disappeared. We need to clear the air in a gentle 
Vaisnava way. The sooner the better. Let's get ISKCON back 
on the right track, back to Godhead, with the control of our 
captain, Srila Prabhupada. He heads the train that everyone 
can ride if they pay the price, faith. Please let me know when 
and where we can meet in this regard. Thank you! 

From Kundali das,
 
Malaysia, 12.19.90:
 

After a three-year absence from read
ing VVR, in one sitting I read through a 
stack of them recently, #7 through #13, 
except that #12 was missing. What can I 
say? VVR is rendering a valuable service 
to the mission of Prabhupada just by 
being a forum for devotees to air their 
feelings, whether right or wrong. Person
ally, I am not completely sold on many of 
the views I've seen aired. But that is 
hardly the point. The main thing is that 
VVR serves as a conscience for the lead
ers of the Krishna consciousness move
ment. It's something vitally needed. I 
pray they will attune themselves to VVR 
in the same way that Lord Ram would 
wander His kingdom in disguise to know 
the thoughts of His subjects. VVR is the 
magazine of the Krishna consciousness 
movement. That's what you prabhus have started. Let that be 
your service, but under no circumstances allow it to become 
a vehicle for Vaisnava aparadha, sadhu-ninda. Also, to con
tinue being effective, you ought to remain independent not 
just financially, but managerially as well. One of the oldest of 
managerial ploys is to defame one's opposition by taking 
them in and giving them a nice position. It worked pretty well 
with the reform movement in 1985 when so many of my 
godbrothers were "blessed" to become gurus. Then a number 
of them became versions of the same monster they set out to 
reform. Best, therefore; to stay independent. 

Historically, religious institutional reforms, usually come 
from outside the mainstream, wherein political machinations 
usually made for all sorts of strange be<1fellows. The legal 
body of ISKCON does not have a monopoly on devotional 
service, not any more than Citibank has a monopoly on 
money. So just remain in "greater ISKCON" and continue to 
produce VVR. Anyway that is the opinion ofone insignificant 
soul. My only other advise, prabhus, is that you tone down the 
shrill tone of your message. People tend to hear shrillness over 
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content. I am not expert in this myself, but it is an axiom of the 
literary community that understatement is 99% of the time 
more effective than its counterpart. Also, and this is impor
tant, acknowledge the sincerity in those who disagree with 
you. No one has a monopoly on Krsna conscious realization. 
Ultimately, we all tend to have only parts of the solution. By 
selfless cooperation we can put all those parts together and get 
some wonderful results. 

From Bhakta Ralph, NYC, NY: 
I have to congratulate you all on the wonderful service you 

are all doing, especially at the gurukula. Everyone is engaged 
so nicely at New Jaipur fulfilling Prabhupada's intimate 
desire to start a new generation of preachers. The New Jaipur 

devotees made me feel like I was in the 
pleasure groves of Vrndavana. I gained lots 
of strength and confidence in our mission to 
please our savior Srila Prabhupada. As a 
result, my preaching activities are much 
more effective. New Yorkers are really blind 
in seeing their suffering but Prabhupada is 
opening their darkened eyes with his books, 
tapes, posters, prasadam and Prabhupada 
Speaks Out leaflets. They are liking it more 
and more every day. 

Kapindra Prabhu is very sick with anemia 
but he is still our five-star General. I am 
surviving this hellish City on his conviction 
and confidence in Prabhupada's mercy and 
protection. He sends us out on sankirtan 
every day. We go to Macy's on 34th Street 
and fight our battle against maya with 
Prabhupada's books and the Holy Name. It 
is real sense gratification for us. I don't 
know how it is all going on but we are like a 

fearless few. We are really trying to become bhaktas. Our 
enthusiasm attracts all kinds of people and they join in our 
kirtans and even dance. We also meet devotees on sankirtan 
from around the world, and some devotees that have not been 
active in Prabhupada's Mission for years are also joining in 
our chanting party. Kapindra Prabhu told us to rotate our 
chanting and book distribution because he leamed that in the 
early days and it is very effective. 

This is my first real effort to distribute Prabhupada's books 
so for the two hours that I am distributing, I'm averagingabout 
35 books. I hand them a reservoir of Pleasure and say, "This 
book tells you how you can actually increase your pleasure." 
As they are listening to the devotees chanting, I say, "By 
chanting or even just hearing the name of God, it cleans your 
heart and soul because the names of God are not ordinary 
names, they are very powerful names and they are very 
purifying and by purifying your heart and soul you can 
actually increase your pleasure." Everyone who hears us 
chanting God's names is being purified. That's why we are 
chanting in the street. 
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Thanks again for making my stay at New Jaipur so wonder
ful and encouraging. When you come to New York, please 
come and join us in Prabhupada's Sankirtan Party! 

From Anonymous, 1.3.91: 
Thank you very much for the books and tapes, and the guru

tattva book which was a very wonderful gift. I saw the ritvik 
tapes and it is obvious you won. But what has happened since 
then? Did the guru committee ever get started? Everyone 
seemed very convinced, and especially the GBC members 
present seemed quite favorable for a further investigation. It 
looks like no one feels concerned enough to start this research, 
within the shelter of ISKCON. Why? 

From Labangalatika dasi,
 
Denmark, 1A.91:
 

We do not wish to receive any more
 
issues ofyour VVR. I am satisfied trying to
 
serve my spiritual master, who is acting as
 
an ideal disciple, pushing on Srila
 
Prabhupada's mission of printing, trans

lating, and distributing Srila Prabhupada's
 
books, establishing Krishnaconscious farm
 
communities, etc., and at the same time
 
taking up the thankless task of accepting
 

,	 disciples to train them to be engaged in 
Srila Prabhupada's service also. 

From Jagadvira das, Japan, 
1.11.91: 

In VVR 14 there's a letter from 
Ekachakra dasa (Nigeria, Africa 9.12.90). 
Actually, Kavichandra Swami has been to 
Africa and he found it very enlivening to 
preach there. He wanted to go sooner, but it took a little while 
to obtain the visa. He's planning to return there later and now 
he is out on book distribution and collecting his air fare. Also 
Bhaktitirtha Swami was there. 

From Yamuna-priya devi dasi, Cincinnati, 
OH: 

Please do not send VVR. I re-subscribed (Nov. 20, 1990) 
and have changed my mind. Please keep the $10 as a donation 
for your community. 

From Puranjana das, Fair oaks, CA: 
We have been informed that the guru party seeks to check 

your activities by their usual "final solution" ... the iron fist 
method. They have threatened you with a legal attack. This is 
the same history as the Gaudiya Matha' s guru folks, who also 
tried to use the courts to establish their bogus acharya scam. 
Similarly, the Medieval Church used various iron fist tactics 
to uphold their papal oppression. In short, what else would we 

expect from them? 
When we ask for just one village, they say no, let us go to 

war. They are bent on such aggression, they will drive out 
anyone who is not "cent per cent" with them. Since the 
qualification for guru is brahma-nistha, they have driven 
everyone back to material life by expelling them from the 
protectionofPrabhupada' s temples, so they will be drastically 
impeded from attaining brahma-nistha. In fact many of them 
seem to gloat over the fact that so many devotees have left and 
have fallen in their devotional practices. This is some type of 
"victory." In short, they have an agenda, not even a hidden 
agenda or subtle agenda. Blatantly, they want their godbrothers 
to be gone so they can pursue their guru enterprises. And they 

want those "brothers" to be cut off from all 
resources to attain their independent suc
cess. That brings us to the BBT rights 
issue, since they have already taken the 
temples in the main. Fortunately, in the 
U.S. the basic idea is freedom of religion. 
Thus, a religion cannot be copyrighted in 
the ordinary sense, as say a manufacturing 
process. A belief cannot be checked by 
some legal copyrighting, and that is a very 
powerful sentiment in the U.S. What is a 
religious belief? It is not a tangible item 
subject to copyright, rather it is a subjec
tive understanding of certain religious 
writings. It has already been established in 
courts that followers are able to use the 
writings in offshoot groups, such as the 
Seventh Day Adventists, to start their own 
Church-independent of the so-called 
main Church. In America, the Protestant 
ethic is very, very powerful. The Church 
cannot grab the writings and oppress any

one who does not agree with their interpretation. That, indeed, 
is why the country was generally established. Since the belief 
cannot be copyrighted, the writings must be freed up for all 
followers, even those who opine differently from the "main" 
or "legal" Church. 

The "legal" Church, as we know from American history, 
may not be representing the teachings in their original form. 
Thus everyone must be free to break offwith what they believe 
is the original teaching. The guru party would have one heck 
ofa hard time proving that they are adhering to the original and 
pure teachings. We could start off our case (a defense) by 
offering the Judge a copy of Monkey On a Stick. When we 
explain that those "monkeys" appointed their successors, the 
current wave, and so on, their case would get mighty weak. 
Then, we have so much additional testimony independent of 
the Monkey book. Then we would bring forward their oppres
sive techniques, scandals, philosophy changes, lies, internal 
back-biting, altered annual reports which flip-flop truths 
(hypocrisy, diplomacy) ... and then the reports are not even 
circulated (a secret cadre), their cover-ups for fraudulent 
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gurus, etc., etc., etc. Then, they would not have much to stand 
on, and this would be clear to the courts. 

The question is whether or not to fight them, as it would 
require some financing, and energy, and more heavy repres
sive techniques such as blackballing, etc. Personally, I know 
they would come out very weak in court, if indeed we would 
not spawn an FBI investigation on those guru gung-hos. In 
short, our victory is very probable, but there may be some 
practical reasons for continuing the charade that they are the 
"well-wishers" of the movement and us. Should you decide to 
opt for independence, I will help in whatever way possible. 

Editor's Note: It is probably best to avoid confrontations 
in courts so we can save our time and resources for chanting 
and preaching. Besides. the real battleground is not th~ 
courts, but in the philosophical arena ofthe devotees' hearts 

and minds. It is here that WR has entered, to present aforum 
for devotees to philosophize anddiscuss issues relevant to the 
Krsna consciousness movement. May the truth prevail! 

From Markendeya and Temple Pres.
 
Radhanatha Prabhus, Honolulu, 1.17.91:
 
Keep with good work! All devotees from Honolulu are 

sending their best wishes. 

From Urdhvaga das, London, 12.12.90: 
I am very sorry to hear that you face the threat of being 

kicked out of ISKCON. This latest act of stupidity shown by 
the GBC clearly proves that "ISKCON" is far from being 
reformed. You should know that some GBC members are 
expert in implementing the motto: "give the dog a bad name 
and then hang him." Regarding the banned VVR, I always 
liked to read forbidden literature. I herewith pledge my life
long subscription to VVR. Regarding your excommunication, 
do not worry. There are many devotees who have been kicked 

out before you and there will be still some to come. The 
majority ofdevotees live outside the official temple establish
ment anyway. Why should you be attached to a minority 
group? So let me welcome you back in ISKCON, the greater 
ISKCON, where 95% ofPrabhupadites reside. 

For neophyte devotees, ISKCON refers to an institution 
comprised of temples, farms and restaurants governed in 
finite bounds by the so-called supreme GBC. However, on a 
more spiritual level, ISKCON always refers to the conscious
ness of the devotees and not to an institution consisting of 
properties manipulated by westernized super-gurus or zonal 
acharyas. The very word ISKCON is the short form for 
International Society for Krishna Consciousness, which de
notes a group ofpeople who are conscious ofKrishna. ISKCON 
therefore refers to the consciousness of the members that form 

a group (society) with Krishna in the 
center. ISKCON is therefore a state 
of consciousness and not an institu
tion comprised ofbuildings subjected 
to the monopoly of a selected few. 
ISKCON is the same as Krishna con
sciousness, there is no doubt about it. 
The real meaning is given in the pur
port of Bhagavad-gita 9.29 where 
Srila Prabhupada says, "The very 
phrase Krishna consciousness sug
gests that those who are in such con
~ciousness [ofKrishna] are Iiving tran
~cendentalists, situated in Him." In 
the purport of Bhagavad-gita 6.30 
SrilaPrabhupadadefmes Krishnacon
,ciousness ror ISKCON] as follows: 
'A person in Krishna consciousness 

b L.OU.C~1t~ sees Lord Krishna everywhere and he 
sees everything in Krishna. He is con

scious of Krishna knowing that everything is the manifesta
tion of his energy. This is the basic principle of Krislma 
consciousness. Krishna consciousness ts the development of 
love of Krishna." There are further quotes in the purport of 
Srimad Bhagavatam 4.29.69,4.21.25, and 4.12.38. There
fore, love of Krishna or Krishna consciousness or ISKCON is 
all synonymous. So how then can the GBC excommunicate 
you from your consciousness of Krislma or ISKCON? 

The problem does not lie with you or all the other expelled 
devotees but with the GBC itself. Through long years of 
incompetence, mismanagement and deviation from 
Prabhupada's teachings, they have degraded to an exclusive 
guru-cartel-club, preaching and publishing bogus philosophy 
and driving out thousands of devotees. The GBC, which 
consists of incompetent members, have caused more harm in 
the Society than all expelled devotees together could do in 
years to come. It is the incompetent members of the GBC who 
have to rectify themselves. Their previous accounts of black
mail, intimidation and force (sometimes even murder) to 
preserve the bogus guru system, are well known allover the 
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world. There are even books available in the karmi bookshops 
which give detailed accounts. The GBC's have to stop playing 
the [overlord] supreme authority of Srila Prabhupada when 
they are spiritually not qualified. It is a well known fact that 
little children like to play "merry-go-round" and when they 
are disturbed in their play, they become nasty. Similarly, the 
bigger kids in our ISKCON society like to play "guru-go
round" and they do not like to be disturbed in their game. 
Otherwise they become nasty and resort to threats, intimida
tion and exconununication. That is all. 

From Paraupadam etas, Mason, WI, 2A.91: 
I'm very much appreciating your expanding on details of 

setting up the varnashram conununity. In this day, and in these 
times, with only a little introspection, 
we should all see the desperate need for 
implementing this system as an example 
the whole world can take up. 

From Anonymous, LA, CA, 
2.8.91 : 

I am thankful someone finally wrote 
you about the difficulties in the LA 
temple. Prior to that, I thought I was 
alone in my concern. It gave me the 
courage to speak out. First I must say, 
there are some nice things happening 
there. Many devotees are warm, loving, 
and nonjudgmental. And no one harasses 
anyone. These are wonderful qualities I 
wouldn't want to see lost. On the other 
hand, there are some very real problems 
which cannot be corrected if we con
tinue to stick our heads in the sand. 
Major difficulties are that the teen-agers are absorbed in the 
latest lyrics of Paula Abdul or the latest sit-com. Dating, if 
kept quiet, is considered normal and expected, even with 
nondevotees. Many parents are running their children, from 
babies to teens, to advertising agencies to get them involved 
in TV conunercials or modeling. Children and teen-agers 
ridicule those who wear tilaka, chaste or devotional clothing, 
for liking aroti or even Krishna! To be Krishna conscious is 
"square". 

Gurukula has become so expensive that it is like a country 
club for the elite, and the poor brahmana is forced to send his 
children to the public school systems, where their souls are 
slaughtered. (Maybe gurukula could offer a sliding scale 
payment program according to one's honest income? And 
maybe stop buying into the latest method of teaching, allevi
ating an additional fee for new books passed down to the 
parents each year. Also, insurance could be optional, not 
mandatory.) No one is interested enough to learn how to be a 
junior high or high schoolteacher, so these children too are 
thrown to the slaughterhouse. The teen-agers are not engaged, 

but ignored. There are no youth group meetings, no activi~· 

center, not a club for them, or anything at all. The adults no 
longer show any interest, so as a result the kids act out. and 
then the adults criticize them harshly and have to sometimes 
ban them from the property. But it is hard to tell which came 
first, the chicken or the egg. They are treated like unwanted 
progeny, so they behave that way. The children and teen-agers 
are a reflection of the consciousness of the parents and society 
leaders. 

I am so annoyed at all of this that sometimes I wish there 
was someone like Jesus who removed the money changers 
from the temple, who would come forth and do the same thing 
here-however, I don't really believe in such heavy tactics 
and they never really have a lasting effect. But that is how 
angry I am. I do feel some change can happen if authorities 

SPtMAtCJ\N CbW S 
could find a way to rekindle the desire 

that is already there within the heart of these devotees. They 
really want to be Krishna conscious. Authorities could show 
an interest, do their duty, and try to create an inner desire. This 
is really how all of us came to this movement in the first place; 
because it was so attractive, and not because someone was 
heavy with us. And for those who will not or cannot change, 
they don't need to be "kicked out" of the community, but 
requested to leave in a compassionate way, encouraged to 
move only around the comer, and sincerely invited to please 
attend, often; they remain wanted. One serious problem in LA 
is the abuse of TV. This is destroying the consciousness of 
children and adults alike. But it is considered the lesser of the 
two evils. At least you know where your teen is and what he 
or she is doing. (So imagine what the other "evils" are!) 
Because there are no "fun" activities for the young children 
either, it's common to take them to a movie, any movie, and 
PG 13 is considered OK. That is, if anyone bothers to look at 
the ratings. 

The GBC are too busy doing trivial things like banning 
astrology ads in IWR or defending their positions in ISKCON 
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instead of cleaning up such problems, or keeping them clean 
so such things never arise in the first place. 

One last concern I have about New Dwarka is the fear of 
losing it due to the Robin George case. As I look up and down 
it's a beautiful street, I see one of Prabhupada's dreams has 
come true: a temple, a school, BBT, offices, and living 
quarters--a little city of devotees. I fear that due to abuse we 
will lose all this, thus destroying Prabhupada's dream, our
selves. Most LA devotees are more concerned over fashion
able dress, beauty parlors, fancy furniture, gossip (men, too), 
and basically money; and too little concerned for increasing 
spiritual life. I do understand money is a big issue and 
necessity in the city. This creates a problem because we can 
talk like this, but when the rent comes around, it MUST be 
paid. But I also think we can all work together to find better 
alternatives. If we want to save New Dwarka we must re
evaluate our needs, our lifestyIe; and we need to do something 
,spiritually. Not just temporarily, not just to "get what we 
want"- but permanently, to show we appreciate living in such 
a special place. We have become forgetful. This is a Holy 
Dhama. To become materialistic on a Holy Dhama is an 
offense. 

The temple authorities are ignoring all this, especially the 
teens' needs. Therefore, now their needs are even greater. So 
the small devotee should not be given complete blame, all is 
allowed or encouraged, particularly where money is con
cerned. Even the authorities themselves do similar things, like 
letting Totally Hidden Video come on our property to joke 
about us on national television-for a fee. Or, driving fancy 
cars. If they want fancy cars, they can have, simply renounce 
their positions, move, and make their own money. They can 
still attend. This would be honest and respectable. but I doubt 
that would happen. Not that I want it to, I'd rather seem them 
straighten up, but I doubt anything will happen. Can anyone 
out there help? (GBC sure isn't!) 

From Anonymous, Planet Earth: 
I think your VVR has helped in breaking down the 

Bhaktitirtha/ Kirtanananda DADS thing in West Africa. At 
least the devotees who have seen your magazine are receptive 
to reform, and we may be able to save West AFrica from 
slipping away into the Kirtanananda camp. There are some 
temples, however, that are still in the dark ages. I would like 
all the temples in Africa to see VVR. I like your policy of 
printing all letters. Devotees should be encouraged to think 
and explore the different sides of issues. 

From Gadai das, 1.12.91: 
I happened upon a ritvik reference (Srimad Bhagavatam 

7.3.30). This has engendered a question: Which of the four 
types of priests are being proposed in the various ritvik-acarya 
arguments presented in VVR? Please also see the texts and 
purports of these verses: Bhag. 2.9.23-24; Bhag. 7.4.14, 26, 
28,43; and Bhag. 7.5.7,11,12, and 19. 

Editor's Note: The use ofritvik acharyas in /SKCON was 

Srila Prabhupada' s arrangement. not a new idea by WR./n 
previous issues all the available evidence regarding 
Prabhupada's instructions in this regard have been given. A 
ritvik guru in /SKCON initiates a devotee on behalfofSri/a 
Prabhupada. who is the diksha guru. 

From Dravinaksa. das, Naples, FL, 1.22.91: 
Here is an idea for your next VVR issue: Does your public 

or college library have a full set of Srila Prabhupada' s books? 
If so, are they in good condition? Take the opportunity to 
donate Prabhupada' s books to your local libraries. Make sure 
they have all the books. Replace old and tattered books with 
new ones. 

Operation Library Nectar: 
Send Srila Prabhupada's books to the people! Send $10, 

$25, $50 or whatever you can, and we will send an equal value 
of BBT books to the libraries in the U.S.A. who need them. 
Nonprofit. All donations go to books and postage. Make 
checks payable to Goravani, 1730 Keane Ave., Naples, FL 
33964. Phone (813) 455-4287 Dravinaksa das. 

From Jayadvaita Swami, an excerpt only, 
4.24.91 : 

I agree with you that a publication such as Vedic Village 
Review could serve a useful purpose as a forum for delicate 
internal ISKCON issues. The problem with VVR is not that it 
took on these delicate issues, but that it took them on without 
the necessary delicacy. Whether one is within "official 
ISKCON" or outside it is not what counts. What counts is 
good judgment. If VVR had shown more of it, I would have 
been a regular reader. 

From Nrsingha das, Pepeekeo, HI, 3.5.91 : 
Sorry for remaining out of touch for so long. I had a long 

letter written for you, but my printer broke, and I've still been 
unable to get it fixed. I, of course, still supportmostofVVR's 
views on guru-tattva and the need for further reform in 
ISKCON, particularly at the GBC level. But I still think much 
patience and restraint is needed on our part to assure that 
devotees are not needlessly offended. Forcing the issue may 
not help the cause greatly. 

I will soon send an article I wrote about my trip to a holy 
place in South India. 

I'm glad to see VVR is still going strong. The extra copies 
I've always distributed. SridharaPrabhu has moved to Austra
lia, but it's unlikely that I' 11 follow. I hope to sell here soonand 
then tour the U.S.A., meeting devotees and looking at farms. 

From Nikunjavasini devi dasi,Alachua, FL, 
2.10.91 : 

Thank you for honestly and openly addressing so many 
issues in VVR. I'm sure this publication has been a solace for 
many devotees who, over the years, have had confusing and 
painful experiences in ISKCON at the hands of manipulative 
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and misguided leaders. I myself have 
been spared any truly horrific situa
tions, but have suffered some pain
fully disappointing and confusing 
encounters. Many of us feel angry. 
After 13 years and many travels to 
many "zones", I have heard some 
incredible stories similar to the one 
sent to you and printed in the last 
issue of VVR #15 by an anonymous 
lady from Hawaii. I have heard 
chronicles of complaints and stories 
of injustices and crimes from the 
uninitiated to former GBC members 
and truly acknowledge and empa
thize with this pain and suffering. 
Some have been so discouraged as to 
shake the very foundation of their 
faith. 

Ironically, however, I have ob
served one common feeling from all of our narratives. Every
one of us claims our own personal position as that of the 
"victim". It is a common thread woven through every tale of 
woe. How can this be? Some who claim to be the victim of 
injustices have also been claimed by others to be the perpetra
tor of injustices. Can it be that we are all victims? Or could we 
all be at fault at some level or another? 

From Anonymous das, TX: 
I have read the articles on life leases at New Jaipur (VVR 

#15), and would like you to clarify a little further how this 
works. My understanding is that the land is leased free to 
devotees that meet the requirements and is then taxed. It 
appears that the lessee is responsible for generating income to 
cover the village tax on the land, the cost ofhouse construction 
and the maintenance of his family, etc. To do this seems to 
require the devotee to have a very well paying "outside" job. 
The concept seems to be one of a self sufficient and/or self 
contained devotional community so I can't seem to reconcile 
these. If all of the householders have jobs or individual 
businesses whereby they pay rent to the temple and supply all 
the other needs of their families, as well as giving patron 
member donations and practical service to the temple; how 
does your program for Varnashrama life differ, other than the 
rural setting? Here we have been talking for a long time about 
rural Vamashrarna life, but talk is all it has been. 

Regarding the guru issue so prevalent in VVR, I agree that 
Srila Prabhupada is the acarya for ISKCON. No one else that 
I know of is anywhere near His Divine Grace's level. These 
temples are his, the devotees are his; none of us would even 
know anything about Krishna consciousness if not for him, 
nor can we make any advancement without his mercy. Srila 
Prabhupada is most definitely available to us through his 
books, tapes, videos, service, worship, murti, prayers, dreams 
and dedication to an appreciation for him. He is jagat guru and 

patita pavana. 
As for those who would abuse Srila Prabhupada' s ISKCON, 

devotees and mercy; Krishna will set all things right in His 
own way and time. Lord Sri Krishna is the supreme controller 
of all things, what to speak of His pure devotee's Sankirtana 
movement. We have already seen some of the bogus "big 
ones" fall. Whatever happens, if we stay close to Srila 
Prabhupada's lotus feet we will be sheltered and protected. 

From Gauridas Pandita das, Issaquah, 
WA, 2.21.91 : 

I just got my last letter to TKG (I think I sent you a copy) 
unopened with a letter from Yudhisthira saying that TKG 
doesn't wish to correspond with me anymore. How depress
ing! It's likean ostrich putting its head in the sand! That's what 
started this whole guru mess anyway; communication break
down! 

Well, I'm busy here in the ISKCON temple; I'm the head 
pujari and temple commander now. We're keeping Srila 
Prabhupada in the center here, anyway! Hey, I missed the last 
VVR! What happened? Anyway, they are all over the temple 
here from other devotees you sent them to. If you can send me 
some, I'll distribute. Keep up the good work. 

From Brian McCord, Wheeling, WV, 
4.21.91 : 

I am an 18 year old student about to enter college and newly 
introduced to the path of Krishna consciousness. A secretary 
at ISKCON Los Angeles sent me a VVR 8 from April 1989. 
I was more than impressed by not only the breadth and 
professionalism of your insightful and candid articles, but also 
the wide array of excellent and economically sound books 
available from Vedic River. 

I can assure you of two things: In my desire for increased 
knowledge of and devotion to Krishna consciousness, and, as 
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I acknowledge your schism with the local New Vrindavan 
community, let it be known that my only affiliation with the 
ILOD is the occasional trip to New Vrindavan to attend 
traditional services. I am by no means affiliated with the 
current hierarchy of the community, nor do I support the 
majority of its tenets. I hope this will clear up any hesitancy on 
your part. 

From Bhaktivedanta Book Trust, calcutta, 
India, to all devotees, 2.11.85: 

We are writing to you on the authority of the GBC and the 
BBT trustees, in regards to the illegal publication of the 
Caitanya Charitarnrta by unauthorized individuals in 
Singapore. Urdhvaga dasa, who by his actions has proved 
himself unworthy of our trust, is here 
in India selling this book and also tak
ing orders for future deliveries. The 
money from these sales is going to 
~pport the activities ofa splinter group 
who are actively preaching againstSrila 
Prabhupada's movement in Malaysia. 

The Hong Kong BBT has already 
published a superior edition of the Sri 
Caitanya Charitarnrtawith full Bengali 
text and word for word translations. 
This will be on sale at the Mayapura 
Festival for the same price. So under 
the circumstances, we would hope that 
you will inform all the devotees not to 
buy this pirateedition from these people 
and also to cancel any orders that you 
may have made. Hope this meets you 
fully immersed in the distribution of 
Srila Prabhupada' s books. 

From Urdhvaga das, 
London, England, 2.28.91 : 

Concerning Sivarama' s weird Q 
threats against you and VVR, I think J ~ 
they are more bark than bite, and you are doing quite good not 
to take his bluff seriously. I also very much doubt the legality 
of a lawsuit against you. As a Prabhupada disciple, following 
the ISKCON Founder Acaryas four regulative principles, you 
cannot be "excommunicated". You are ISKCON as anyone 
else is ISKCON who follows the rules laid down by the 
Founder Acarya of ISKCON. ISKCON belongs to Srila Prab
hupada and not to the GBC. As long as you follow the 
principles laid down by the Founder Acarya of ISKCON, you 
are a bonafide member of ISKCON and cannot be disassoci
ated from the society by a disgruntled GBC. They have 
hijacked Srila Prabhupada's ISKCON. Now they have made 
an incorporated company out of it and claiming it to be theirs. 
Prabhupada and his movement have become the monopoly of 
the GBC. Not only does the movement belong to them, but 

also the founder acharya himselfhas become a property of the 
GBC including all of his books which are monopolized by a 
so-called BBT. It is the GBC who no longer is a part of Srila 
Prabhupada's International Society for Krishna Conscious
ness because they have deviated from the founder acarya's 
original set up by introducing a bogus guru system for the 
exploitation and manipulation of the society. 

Regarding trademarks, copywrights, registered compa
nies, etc., there was a similar problem in Malaysia with 
Jayapataka and a Malaysian devotee (Bhima dasa, ex
Hansadutta disciple) who was threatened in the same way. 
Bhima and his devotees did not want to call their Hare Krishna 
center by a concocted name and went to the Malaysian courts. 
Bhima was partially successful. Although he could not use the 

name International Society for 
Krishna Consciousness ofISKCON, 
he was never the less allowed by the 
courts to legally use the name "Soci
ety for Krishna Consciousness 
(ZIP)", where ZIP is any city he 
establishes his own centers. That 
means for example: "Society for 
Krishna Consciousness Saravak", 
"Society for Krishna Consciousness 
Ipoh", "Society for Krishna Con
sciousness Penang", etc. 

Perhaps you caninquireform some 
, lawyers about the American system. 

. "'!	 You might even be able to call your
self"Society for Krishna Conscious
ness New Jaipur", because you fol
low the same principles of the 
Founder acarya and preach the same 
philosophy distributing the same 
books. 

The next step of the GBC will be 
to prosecute you for publishing Srila 
Prabhupada's books. Of course, this 

W ~VIo\.., \\ would be another gunda-type activ
ity of the GBC, but rest assured that 

they will not hesitate to do so. They have done this already 
with many different devotees (including my own self). I have 
been managing the printing of the 30 volume Srimad 
Bhagavatarn set (the small black books printed in Singapore) 
as well as the one volume editionofSrimad Bhagavatam(with 
the small print). We also printed the pocket Bhagavad-gita in 
Taiwan (small, black, vinyl soft cover) as well as all the other 
small books of Srila Prabhupada. I also helped other devotees 
to print the one volume Caitanya Charitarnrta (the one without 
Bengali). Ultimately our printing set up in Singapore was 
destroyed by the combined efforts of Hari Sauri, Bhakticharu 
and Tarnala, and I was prosecuted by the named devotees for 
preaching against Srila Prabhupada. It sounded a bit schizo
phrenic to me how one can preach against Srila Prabhupada by 
printing Srila Prabhupada's Bhagavad-gita as it is. So I con
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tinued to also distribute all those books I printed, for which I 
was also punished. Bhakticharu (with Tamala's approval) 
wrote a letter against me saying that I "pirated" Prabhupada' s 
books and that these books are therefore "unbonafide". This 
letter was circulated to all temples to warn all devotees about 
my "illegal activities". I have enclosed a copy of that letter so 
you can see for yourself. They also wanted to start legal 
proceedings against me for breaching the copywright law of 
the BBT, but fortunately there were no copyright laws in 
Singapore. 

It is disheartening to see that a handful of GBC have the 
monopoly of Srila Prabhupada's books. In India, everybody 
can print BG, there is no such thing rounds, offering the food to Krsna, study
as a copyright on the words of God ing the books of Srila Prabhupada and 
or guru. No single organization can following the 4 regulative principles. If 
claim to have the copyright on there is someone who wants to corre
Krishna's words. How is it that we spond with me, we can talk about the 
as disciples of Srila Prabhupada are Deities, the philosophy, the Sankirtana 
not allowed to print our guru's and about everything else. I'd be very 
books? Dido'tour guru tell us many happy to find someone in your temple 
times that he would be very pleased who will write to me (boy or girl is the 
ifwe print and distribute his books? same), of course I'll write back as soon 
What is the offense in printingone's as possible. Hare Krishna. My address: 
guru's books as they are? Does it Paoli Mirella, V. Dei Bicelli, 26, 55014, 
break the monopoly of the BBT or Marlia-Lucca, Italia. 
does it diminish the control of the 
GBC? From Prahlad das, New 

Mayapt.Jr, 3.26.91From Bill Wutfhoop, 
Since a few months we have moved 3.91: 

to New Mayapur. There is some prob
I was visiting a friend in New lem getting the VVR. We have got only 

York, and I managed to get in touch #13. Please go on sending us your won
with Kapindra Prabhu, and now I've derful paper. I think it is better to send it 
joined Srila Prabhupada' s in a plain envelope. The 13th issue you 
Sankirtana Center. So if you could sent to the temple I found in the waste 
please send my VVR to this ad _ 
dress. I'm having a really good time .::::r-~ 
here. It's the first time I've ever 
been able to surrender to a strict temple program. From my 
experience, it's impossible to follow Srila Prabhupada ac
cording to his high standards unless you get his mercy directly 
and not diverted by someone else. Here there is no anxiety and 
every day is fulfilling. And Srila Prabhupada's formula for 
success in every activity is in the forefront: Sankirtana! 

Things are rolling here. We're just about to get into a large 
farm community project for which a devotee here has offered 
the land and others manpower and money. It's going to be 
called New Raivataka. And we're planning soon to go on a 
cross country "back to Prabhupada" sankirtana program. So 
everything is looking really positive and strong for a big surge 
to bring Srila Prabhupada back to the forefront of ISKCON 
real soon. I was really sorry to hear about your recent trouble, 
but I'm praying that everything will work out well soon for 
you and the community. And thanks again. Your project was 
always a big help to me the last couple of years. Actually a 

lifesaver. 

From MaUika dasi, Italy, 3.29.91 : 
My name is Mirella, I'm 28 years old and I took ISl 

initiation in 1985 from Bhagavan das (ex Srila Gurudeva), and 
as Bhagavan is no more a guru, my actual spiritual master is 
Srila Jayapataka Swami Maharaja, Srila Acaryapada. 1be 
reason I'm writing to you is because I'm looking for some 
devotees around the world to write letters and to receive 
answers back (an International postal sadhu-sanga). 

I've been living in a temple oflSKCON for four and a half 
years and now am living with my family again, chanting 16 

(""'...u paper basket in the president's office. 
LAA n e. He himself was a regular reader a few 

months back. We are many devotees around the world very 
close to your points. Please don't stop your preaching. May 
the blessings of Prabhupada be always with you. 

From Anonymous, 1.3.91: 
Thank you for the last issue of the VVR. Although I 

sympathize with your cause, I do think it has been taken to an 
extreme. My view point is the same that stated VVR 13 in a 
letter from Jasornatinandana das, Gujerat. Many older devo
tees I know hold the same view. I want to relate to you an 
interesting event which took place here in Australia recently. 
A few months ago, H.H. Gaur Govinda Maharaja came here 
for a preaching tour despite his physical incapacity. Many 
devotees were very eager to seeand hear him speak. Indeed his 
preaching was so effective and potent that he put us all to 
shame. The leaders and sannyasis here felt their positions 
being undermined, and feared a spiritual revolution. Instead 
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of being happy to see such an advanced and pure Vaisnava, 
they conspired to discredit him. Some of his disciples were a 
little over zealous and proclaimed him to be an uttama
adhikari and more advanced than any of the other gurus. This 
is not so unusual as we hear the same sort of thing from 
disciples of other gurus. The general mass of devotees were 
very impressed by the purity and potency of Gaur Govinda 
Maharaja, and indeed it reminded us of the times when Srila 
Prabhupada was before us. Naturally many new devotees and 
ex-Bhavanandis wanted to accept him as their guru. A lot of 
them were dissuaded from doing so, others who were deter
mined had to go to Bhubaneswar to get that mercy. 

The GBC meetings were apparently dominated this year in 
Mayapur for days with this topic. In their usual diplomatic 
way they have now prohibited Gaur 
Govinda Swami and some of his dis
ciples from visiting Australia for one 
year, and then who knows? 

The point I would like to make is: 
"	 Is ISKCON prepared to accept an 

uttama-adhikari, or perhaps a suc
cessor acharya? Prabhupada was not 
accepted by the majority of his 
godbrothers. Why did Srila Prabhu
pada write such heavy purports in 
c.c. ML T218 and 220? And indeed
 
why did Prabhupada leave when he
 
did? Perhaps he was disappointed
 
with us.
 

From Nrsimhananda
 
das, rTV, Culver City, CA:
 

I want to say that I admire your
 
determination to air your views, and
 
I respect thoroughly your right to do
 
so whether I agree with your philo

sophical points or not. The mood of
 

much, are very beautiful, I read it, the ISKCONJournal stooped to what- .::r~'CQ..N'\. Wa.,-\e('"ftt.\\S 
ever level it was criticizing. (And 
where is this "ISKCON Forum" now? A year later, it can no 
longer be held to be an ISKCON equivalent to Vaisnava 
Journal or VVR; rather it hid behind a cloak of providing a 
place for devotees to air their views when it was, in fact, a one
time publication to combat your philosophical viewpoint. 
Now why weren't they honest about that fact? Maybe they 
really don't want to have the devotees hear from one another 
in an open forum.) Were it not for outspoken devotees like 
yourselves, we would still be living under the whammy of 
power-trip gurus much more so than we are today. Silence is 
far more dangerous than sound, for it implies consent and 
hides behind fear. Unfortunately, the prevailing atmosphere 
ofrepression continues. Speak! Don't be afraid! Welcome all 
criticism! Engage in dialogue! We do it with the nondevotees; 
then why be afraid to do it with those who accept the Supreme 
Personality of Godhead? The Truth is not subject to our 

material considerations; it will always be the Absolute Truth. 

From Riktananda das, Dallas, TX; 2.14.91 : 
Thanks for the latest issue of VVR. It's as stimulating as 

usual. Weird of the big boys to threaten a lawsuit over the 
ISKCON logo----disheartening, actually. May the Lord con
tinue to bless your campaign. 

From Anonymous, Denver, CO; 2.13.91 : 
Thank you for the complimentary issue #15, Vedic Village 

Review. I appreciate reading the various points of view on 
spreading Krishna consciousness. Keep up the good work! I 
feel that it is very unfortunate to see how ISKCON has 
suffered so much over the years and how so little can be done 

about it. The status quo must change! 
What has ISKCON become? The 
stench of power-politics and elitism 
has driven many a kindly soul away. 

I sincerely hope Krishna uses your 
services and others like yours to some
day make ISKCON the 'house inwhich 
the whole world can live,' as Srila 
Prabhupada envisioned. 

It seems that the GBC's efforts to 
silence any and all opposing view
points is proof that a sensitive nerve 
has been struck. Perhaps too many 
false egos are being exposed to the 
light of scrutiny! 

From Antonio R. 
Bermudez, Caracas, 
Venezuela, 4.20.91 : 

Please accept my respectful rever
ences. The last week I received my 
books and mag~ines.Thank you very 

(VVR) and it made clear many things 
to me. VVR is re-inspiring me to the path of devotional life, 
but I got a problem, my last VVR was #14, it came with the 
books but what happened with #15 and #16(December and 
March). I need it like daily bread, please don't forget me, keep 
me on your mailing list; I sent $13 for a foreign subscription 
on December, when it come to end please notify me and I'll 
agree to renew my subscription. I hope receive you answer 
soon. All glories to Srila Prabhupada. 

P.S. You sent me again VVR's 12 and 13, and I gave it to 
a devotee who is now engaged in Sai Baba' s Movement; he 
was a bhakta in Prabhupada's time, and he could not receive 
SrilaPrabhupada's initiation by politics. The time passed and 
he took initiation from Pramana Swami. When this "guru" fell 
down, he took initiation from Pancadravida Swami, and he 
has left devotee association with the above result. He just read 
Srila Prabhupada's letter where His Divine Grace appointed 
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the eleven ritviks, and he said to me, "Actually, we are Srila 
Prabhupada's disciples, and in that time when Prabhupada 
passed away and the time thereafter also, why don't they 
publish this letter before? Many problems would not have 
taken place." 

From satsvarupa dasa Goswami, Boston, 
to Ganesh das, 2.5.91 : 

I do not agree with your interpretation of the Srila Prabhu
pada Lilamrita. I have sometimes heard this criticism before. 
On the other hand, I have more often hear that the Prabhupada 
Lilamritahas done much good inspreading SrilaPrabhupada's 
glories. 

Your basic point is that some of
 
my descriptions ofPrabhupada seem
 
to make him sound like an ordinary
 
human being. But I have explained in
 
several places that Srila Prabhupada
 
is actually a nitya-siddha or liberated
 
person, a saktyavesa-avatara and so
 
on. And so it is not out of character
 
for liberated souls to act in ways that
 
are just like human beings. Even Lord
 
Krishna acts, as Prabhupada says,
 
like an "ordinary human being." We
 
read in the Krishna Book how some

times Krishna is sorry and some

times anxious, sometimes tired and
 
so on. You could level your same
 
criticism that you made against me
 
against the Krishna Book.
 

Prabhupada explains the behavior
 
of the nitya-siddha as follows:
 

"The nitya-siddha never forgets 
his relationship with the Supreme 
Personality ofGodhead, whereas the 
nitya-baddha is always conditioned, 
even before the creation. He always 
forgets his relationship with the Su
preme Personality of Godhead. By the order of the Supreme, 
the nitya-siddha remains within the material world like an 
ordinary man, but his only business is to broadcast the glories 
of the Lord. All nitya-siddhas within this material world may 
appear to toil like ordinary men, but they never forget their 
position as servants of the Lord." 

Of course, it is a matter of opinion also. Descriptions of 
saintly persons and pure devotees in which there is almost no 
reference to their human activities, I find to be stilted and 
artificial. I find the flowery prose style that is used, for 
example, in the Gaudiya-math tradition, to be very inacces
sible to ordinary persons. They will not say that a pure devotee 
caught a cold but that he "had the pastime of ecstasy of 
appearing to have a cold." This kind of presentation is not the 
way Prabhupada wrote. Prabhupada wrote in more down-to
earth, clear-cut prose. I tried to capture both the devotee 

audience as well as the larger audience, and it is not an ea5'\. 
thin~ • 

From Kusha devi dasi, 1A.91: 
Just recently, a dear friend passed away due to an unfortu

nate automobile accident. He was at the mercy of the hospital. 
They had no knowledge of his will or his beliefs. He was a 
devotee of Lord Krishna and had spent 3 years of his life in 
Yrindavan. During his hospital stay, he was hooked up to 
machines and kept alive. I was so upset that he was being 
forced to stay in such an abominable condition artificially. I 
cried until I heard that he had passed away inspite of their 
efforts. We were all sad to lose him, but we were relieved 

when his torture was ended. 
My mother had just given me a 

copy of her living will. I, still feeling 
the affects of losing a friend, realized 
this "living will" could be an excellent 
tool. We could avoid misunderstand
ings at a time when we don't have 
control of our faculties and can't ex
press our needs and beliefs. Enclosed 
is the revised version that Sruta Kirti 
and I have signed witnessed and had 
notariZed. I am hoping that this will 
help even one person on their journey 
back to Godhead. 

A Living Will 
To my family, my physician, my 

clergyman, my lawyer: 
If the time comes when I can no 

longer take part in decisions for my 
own future, let this statement stand as 
the testament of my wishes: 

If there is no reasonable expecta
tion of my recovery from physical or 
mental disability, I, 

, request 
that I be allowed to die and not be kept alive by artificial means 
or heroic measures. Death is as much a reality as birth, growth, 
maturity and old age-it is the one certainty. I do not fear 
death as much as fear the indignity of deterioration, depen
dence and hopeless pain. 

Do not putany productoffood containingmeat, fish oreggs 
into my body. This is in affordance with my belief system. I 
wish to maintain this standard in sickness and in health. 

I ask that a tape playing the Holy Names of Krishna sung by 
my spiritual master A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami be played 
close to my ears constantly (24 hours a day), or transcendental 
sound vibrations such as Srimad Bhagavatam or Krishna 
bhajans mercifully be administered me without cessation for 
terminal suffering up to the moment of death assist me in my 
journey back to Godhead. If it is at all possible to take me to 
the Holy Dhama ofYrindavan, South ofDelhi in India for my 
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final days, this is most desired. This request is made after 
careful consideration. I recognize that it places a heavy burden 
of responsibility upon you, and it is with the intention of 
sharing that responsibility and of mitigating any feelings of 
guilt that this statement is made. 

From Syamasundara das, India, 11.25.90: 
This is my true opinion and kindly consider that there is no 

use of trying to rectify the situation or reform the "gurus" in 
ISKCON. (please don't consider this complacency or inert.) 
it is merely a waste ofenergy on your part who are so sincerely 
trying to serve the cause of Srila Prabhupada. 

From Jambavati dasi, Florida, 2.10.91 : 
I just read many of the articles in VVR this morning. Thank 

you for sending me this importantmagazine. It is encouraging 
to me and offers the chance for many "so-called outcast" 
devotees to feel that they are most definitely still part of the 
Hare Krishna movement. I am struggling so hard to follow the 
basic principles and go to the temple and help my children to 
think of Krishna. And although it is hard, it is very possible. 
it is ever sublime and worth the effort. I will never give up 
trying to fight maya by engaging in K.C. I agree on practically 
everything I have read in VVR, and I must tell you that for 
many years I could see that the main authorities were losing 
the substance of the basics of teachings that Srila Prabhupada 
first guru us. I could see immediately that the new gurus were 
taking an artificial stand trying to replace our spiritual master. 
Ithurt me so and I had no one to relate to - to tell how horrible 
I felt it was. I could see so many things, and I always knew that 
they should only initiate on behalf of Srila Prabhupada and 
humbly at that. This had to be common knowledge for any 
intelligent Prabhupada disciple. Itamazes me how out ofhand 
it had become - and still lingering! 

So your magazine is good to open the minds ofthose whohad 
notknownthe truth orfor those who have, and evenfor those who 
are stubborn. Thank you for persisting and remaining strong 
through the storm! (Editor:Jambavali,p/easepayyourbi//wilh 
us!) 

From Clayton O'Claerach, Berkely, CA, 
2.11.91: 

Kamamritadas'srernarks on the Bible in Interfaith Preach
ing (Vol. 15) were quite interesting to me. I think it is patent fact 
that onecannotpreach to Christians, oras I call them, "Christers", 
without satisfactorily impugning the absolute authority of the 
Bible in favor of the authority of the Vedas. It is not the fact that 
they are perfectly congruous. Srila Prabhupada states in his 
purports to Chaitanya Charitamrta, in the section dealing with 
the Kazi's discussion with Lord Chaitanya, that the Bible is 
"neither very sound, nor very transcendental", but so far no one 
has elucidated this statement in depth. 

I personally do not hold that the High God of the Bible is Sri 
Krishna, I think Jehovah is more in the character of Lord 

Shiva, i.e. wrathful, lives on a mountain, often orders horrible 
things to be done, in many sects is not worshipped in any form by 
only through the impersonal representation of the lingam, etc. 

Actually, there seen to be two main religious conceptions in 
the world: that enunciated by Jehovah, or Allah, in which there 
is no conception of rebirth and in which the soul is not eternal, 
but Allah said to Adam, "Be!" and he was, and the other 
coming from Krishna, more or less, and from India, in which 
there is endless rebirth, karma, and some version of liberation 
from the wheel of rebirth, as well as a pantheon of demigods, 
including Brahma and Indra, and which includes us, Hindus, 
Sikhism, Jainism, and Buddhism, and to which the religions 
of the Far East are similar. A strong point ofdivision is on the 
subject ofdeity worship, God-as-a-little-doll, which the Bible 
and the Koran absolutely forbid but which our Founder acarya 
has enjoined. 

The followers of the Bible swear it is the only revealed book 
fromGod; the Bible, moreover, is familiar to the Westas authori
tative sastra, whereas the Vedas are distant, strange, and not 
readily available in full; the Koran also has many adherents; 
so why do we accept the Vedas as superior to the other two 
books. An answer in detail should be provided: I would 
consider this the best preaching "interfaith". 

I do not know entirely what to make of this big ritvik 
controversy; I am just a little guy. I take prasadam, do some 
service, and chant rounds. I can't even keep all four regulative 
principles at once for more than a day here and there. I 
question whether any religious movement so strict in the 
matter of sex life as ours could ever hope to really become 
popular; Hazred Mohammed, on whom Peace, allowed the 
believers to go in to their wives "as often as they liked", and 
he had excellent success in spreading Islam; if we are to be 
virtual celibates even in married life, what is the motivation 

for marrying? Does anybody actually want all those brats that 
badly? According to Varnashram as K have read of it, these 
strict sexual restrictions were meant only for the brahmanas, 
who could speak of"illicit sex in marriage", an absurd concept, 
say to a Moslem; considerable more liberty was allowed to 
sudras, who were not expected to show such high restraint What 
is the point, prabhu, of a counsel that no one can keep? 

Personally, I am quite happy without taking diksha ofone of 
these ISKCON gurus; I used to place great importance on the idea 
of"living guru", but my conception has changed; there is plenty 
enough to do understanding Prabhupada's books and carrying 
outhis instructions, and whenI amqualified to recognize a diksha 
guru, Prabhupada assures me one will be at hand. 

From Anthony Chambers, Chillicothe, OH: 
My name is Anthony, and I am a 30 year old prisoner here in 

Ohio. I am also a student of Krishna Consciousness who hopes 
to one day be initiated. I was given your publications address 
and told to write and ask that you print this letter for me. I wish 
to correspond with devotees so that in this way I may receive 
their association. This is my purpose for writing. Also I wish to 
receive your publication as well. Thank you very much. An
thony Chambers: Box5500,# 155773, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601. 
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Presently our devotional supplies are still locked up by the local 
state officials. This harassment is expected to end soon, therefore 
we are going ahead with our ads below, anticipating return of our 
warehouse by the time our readers receive this issue. Haribol ! 

VEDIC RIVER.
 
Box 127, Washington, MS 39190, USA 

CALL TOLL FREE TO PLACE AN ORDER 
CALL TO GET ON OUR MAILING LIST 

FOR ORDERS OVER $25, CALL TOLL FREE: 

1800 553 8298
 
FOR ORDERS UNDER $25: MAIL IT IN 

CLOSEOUTS ARE MARKED BY "*,, 

PILGRIMAGE BOOKS 
VRINDAVANA DHAMA KI JAYA! by Dhruva Maharaja dasa 9.95 
color photo guide to Land of Krishna, 150 pgs.,maps 
TOURING THE LAND OF KRISHNA by Patita Pavana dasa 5.00 
216 pg w/maps, 50 pix, walking guide for Vrindavan, Mathura, 
Jaipur: 
'THE HARE KRISHNAS IN INDIA C.Brooks. Great reading 10.00 
'KUMBHA MELA 1989 10.00 
8 x 11 inch sohcover pictoral wonder of 
this major spiritual event 120 pgs 
JAGANNATH PURl: PILGRIM'S GUIDE by Mahanidhi Swami 3.95 
Complete guide for devotees to this holy place 
'MAYAPUR DHAMA: THE MAGAZINE Vol 2 only full color, each 0.5O 

BOOKS VEGETARIAN AND PRASADAM 
VEGETARIAN DISHES by Kurma das 19.95 
Full color 220 pg coffee table size, super quality 8x11 inch 
LORD KRISHNA'S CUISINE (hard) by Yamuna dasi 27.50 
The Art of Indian Vegetarian Cooking Encyclopedia 
of gourmet cuisine for novice/expert: 824 pg, 520 recipes. 
DIET FOR THE 21ST CENTURY spiralbound, by DWright 7.50 
Complete guide to egg free meatless cooking, this 
one is by a topnotch devotee cook, rare & valuable 
'HARE KRISHNA BOOK OF VEGETARIAN COOKING (hard) 7.95 
by Adiraja das, 320 pg, 35 color plates, indexed 
FOUR ESSAYS ON VEGETARIANISM Biblical, Vedic views 1.00 
Vegetarianism & errors in Bible, Christ was veggy! 
10 or more pes - $0.75 
EKADASI: THE DAY OF LORD HARI (hard) 7.50 
Series of Puranic stories on Ekadasi aspects; 200 pg 
HIGHER TASTE: small paperback cookbook 1.00 
'VEGETARIAN REALITIES 0.50 
powerful array of facts & figures to support the vegetarian case for a better world. 
GREAT! 
FOOD FOR THE SPIRIT by Satyaraj dasa; softcover . 7.95 
Vegetarianism in the World's Major Religions now back in stock! 

VEDIC STUDYAIDS 
'VERSES FLiPBOOK: Pocketbook of Selected Vaishnava lSI:
 
Prayers and Verses. 250 Gita &250 Bhagavatam verses, plus all standard ~
 

Sturdy ring binding.
 
BHAKTISASTRI STUDY GUIDE FULL GITA COURSE 12-95
 
by Atmatattva das, 225 pg, expanded deluxe version
 
BHAKTISASTRI EXAMINATIONS on BHAGAVAD-GITAAS IT IS 2-SC
 
'STUDYING SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM Cantos 1 &2 GUIDE 4.95
 
Vrindavan Institute of Higher Learning with Bhurijana and Dhanurdhara Swam.,
 
great study guide, 100 pgs.
 
'READINGS IN VEDIC LITERATURE: sohback 2.50
 
The Tradition Speaks for Itself, 240 pgs., basic guide to Vedas
 

BOOKS BY SATYARAJ DASA 
'OM SHALOM: JUDAISM & KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS 1.95 
On JUdeo-Christian origins, compares Kabbalah to Kapila, Vegeterianism &reincar
nation in Bible, female aspect of God, amust for inter-religious enthusiasts 220 pgs. 
softback 
SIX GOSWAMIS OF VRINDAVAN 200 pgs 12.95 
'EAST·WEST DIALOGUES: An Interreligious Encounter 1.00 
Satyaraj dasa & Rev.A.Hart: comparative,cooperative 
Connects Vaishnavism with Christianity; quantity discounts 
'LIFE & TIMES OF LORD CHAITANYA 4.5O 
Excellent summary study with lots of new nectar! 

PRABHUPADA'S PAPERBACKS 
'BACK TO GODHEAD MAGAZINE 1.75 
January 1991 Premiere Issue 64 pgs 
A SECOND CHANCE soh 232 pg Ajamila story 2.50 
MESSAGE OF GODHEAD soh new paperback! 1.00 
CIVILIZATION & TRANSCENDENCE soft new 1.00 
PRABHUPADA L1LAMRITA CONDENSED 1VOLUME soh 0.75 
JOURNEY OF SELF DISCOVERY NEWI soft 2.5O 
The followup to Science of Self Realization 
'PERFECTION OF YOGA Prabhupada paperback 0.50 
CHANT AND BE HAPPY: Prabhupada talks with Beatles 1.00 
'EASY JOURNEY TO OTHER PLANETS 0.50 
'RAJA VIDYA: King of Knowledge 0.50 
LIFE COMES FROM LIFE soft (limited quantity) 1.00 
'ELEVATION TO KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS 0.5O 
'ON THE WAY TO KRISHNA 0.5O 
'TOPMOST YOGA SYSTEM 0.50 
'RESERVOIR OF PLEASURE 1969 booklet by Srila Prabhupada 0.35 
'BEYOND BIRTH AND DEATH 0.50 

SHORT TRACT PHOTOCOPIES 
MAGNETIC FIELD MENACE articles on dangers of computer radiation ...... 1.50 

LFE OF NAROTNM DAS THAKUR 9 pgs 1.75 
LIFE OF ADWAITA ACHARYA 6 pgs 1.50 
MUDRA VIDHANAM by Gaura Keshava das 4.00 
16 pgs illustrated descriptive guide to 43 mudras for puja 
PYRAMID HOUSE TALKS TKG confessions & more 4.00 
SRI NRSINGHA KAVACA PRAYERS by Prahlad Maharaj 1.00 
from the Brahmanda Purana 
MADHURYA KADAMBINI by Srila Viswanath Chakravarti Thakur 4.00 
Cloud Bank of Nectar 20 pgs 
PANCHASAMSKARA Process of Initiation Bhaktivinod 1.50 
THE PORIADE Bhaktivinoda Thakura (1857) 1.50 
THE NEWVRNDAVAN MEETINGS Sept 1985 3.00 
Official transcripts of speakers, 42 pgs 
THE MARRIAGE SYSTEM OF BENGAL Bhaktivinoda Thakura 2.50 
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ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY OF BEING GURU 0.75 
by Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati, 3 pgs. 
PASTIMES OF LORD NITYANANDA 8 pgs 1.50 
From leaving home to arrival in Navadwipa 
CHANGING THE FACE OF THE EARTH by Madhudvisha dasa 3.75 
Varnasrama program for making Earth Krsna conscious 

NEW JAIPUR PRESS SELEcnONS 
KALYANA KALPA TARU & GITA MALA 9.95 
Songbooks by Bhaktivinode Thakur, over 200 pgs, magazine size by Dasarath Suta 
das 
BABAJI MAHARAJA: Two Beyond Duality (Karnamrita dasa) 8.95 
Comprehensive biographies of Gaura-kisora and Jagannatha dasa Babajis; 130 
pgs, Lives of the Vaishnava Acharyas, Vol 31 
'SRIMAD RAMAYANA: Volume One by Kamamrita dasa 4.95 
Full verse translation (265 pgs.), of the Bala Kanda (Book 1 of 7) describing Lord 
Rama's Childhood & Youth 
LESSONS FROM THE AYURVEDA by Navayauvana dasa 4.95 
The most practical guide for health & life based on the Ayurveda yet! 100 pgs, with 
charts. 
'THE SEVENTH GOSWAMI (Rupa-vilasa dasa) 9.95 
Comprehensive biography (380 pgs.) of Bhaktivinoda Thakura 
'ORIGINAL SRIMAD BHAGWATAM VOL. 1REPRINT 4.00 
Exact reproduction of Srila Prabhupada'snostalgic first book printed in India in 1962, 
with all the typos &errors. A must for every nectar collector; 400 pgs. 
FOUR ESSAYS ON VEGETARIANISM booklet... 1.00 
vegetarianism & errors in Bible, Christ was veggy! 
10 or more pes $0.75 
'KATHA & KENA UPANISHADS (Karnamrita dasa) 150 pg 2.50 
Essential Upanishads, Katha Upanishad often quoted by Srila Prabhupada, with 
commentary after Srila Madhvacharya 
SCIENCE OF ACCEPTING ASPIRITUAL MASTER (Vaishnava das) ......... 4.00 
Ahandbook, 102 pgs, 8x11, excellent overview 
VEDIC VILLAGE REVIEW quarterly magazine: lively forum &discussions & views 
on diverse subjects of concern to devotees. 
FREE COMPLIMENTARY ISSUE ON REQUEST. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 4 issues (USA)bulkmail 10.00 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 4 issues (USA)firstclass 15.00 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 4 issues, Canada & foreign 13.00 
FOREIGN &Canada AIR MAIL 4 issues 25.00 
'SRILA PRABHUPADA'S ANALOGIES 75 pg 8x11 reference 1.75 
LIVING STILL IN SOUND Anthology on Guru-tattva, 400+ pBs 
..........................................................................................FREE UPON REQUEST 

series of underground essays & philosophical articlesfrom 1980-1990. The most 
comprehensive review to date of the controversial ritvik-acharya system. 
BTG COLLECTION 50 pes late 70's &80's 30.00 
'MICROFICHE Complete set of Prabhupada's letters and tapes 100.00 
1940's and on, with Harris 3M viewer (13 inch screen) 

Books by or about His Divine Grace 

A. C. BHAKllVEDANTA SWAMI
 
PRABHUPADA
 

'1991 BBT SUPER FINE CALENDER improved deluxe 1.95 
DELUXE LARGE BHAGAVAD·GITA BHAGAVATAM SIZE 18.95 
Large deluxe edition from Australia, stunningl 
BHAGAVAD GITA AS IT IS hard, unabrdgd, Sanskrit 5.95 
'BHAGAVAD GITA AS IT IS soft, unabrdgd, no Sanskrit 1.00 
'VINYL COVER BHAGAVAD GITA pocket size 5.00 
NEW PRINTING BHAGAVATAM SETS: 18 maha big volumes 295.00 
160 plates, Australian- first time, the complete 12 cantos!! 
NEW PRINTING BHAGAVATAMS: 12 maha volumes 199.00 
Only up to Canto 10 Ch. 3 
NEW PRINTING BHAGAVATAMS CANTOS 10-11-12 (set) 99.00 

Bhag.10.412.2. Finally: to complete your Srimad Bhagavataml 
'CHAITANYA CHARITAMRITA original 17 Vol Set (hard) 89.00 
'ASSORTED NEW BHAGAVATAM VOlUMES to fill in your sel.. 3.50 
'TEACHINGS OF LORD KAPILA hard REDUCED 4.95 
'TEACHINGS OF QUEEN KUNTI hard 7.50 
'L1LAMRITA VOlUME SEVEN extra nectarl Hardcover 11.95 
"SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM Black, Small Singapore sets (5x7) 50.00 
30 vol, 1. 1-9.3 & Krishna Book, full color plates 
NECTAR OF DEVOTION: Science of Bhaktiyoga (hard) 7.95 
Srila Prabhupada's lawbook for Krishna consciousness 
'GOLDEN AVATAR (Teachings of Lord Chaitanya) hard 3.50 
'FESTIVALS WITH SRILA PRABHUPADA (BBT Archives) 35.00 
15 C-90 tapes &book of Prabhupada's lectures on all the major festival days must 
for all devoteesll 
'LIGHT OF THE BHAGAVATA: by Srila Prabhupada (soft) 4.00 
Beautiful Chinese art with Bhagavatam verses 
CHAITANYA CHARITAMRITA ONE VOLUME EDITION 39.95 
All verses &purports, 2,200 pg, NO Bengali 
SRIMAD BHAGAVATAM CANTOS 1·10 ONE VOL. EDITION 39.95 
Complete with sanskri~ unabridged, 2,400 pg 
GREAT CLASSICS SET 5 Vol. hard Deluxe Gold edged 30.00 
Srimad Bhagavatam Canto One, Krishna Book, Nectar of Devotion, Bhagavad Gita 
As It Is, Teachings of Lord Chaitanya. 
'IF YOU WANT TO PLEASE ME (Prabhupada quotes)l80 pg 5.00 
'SRI NAMAMRITA: Nectar of the Holy Name (soft) 5.00 
Anthology from Prabhupada's books, 586 pages! 
DIALECTIC SPIRITUALISM (soft) Prabhupada's last book 7.50 
DIALECTIC SPIRITUALISM (hard)Socrates to Sartre 9.95 
Vedic View of Western Philosophy; He defeats them alII 
'UNDERSTANDING GOD THROUGH BHAGAVAT DHARMA 110 pgs 2.50 
KRISHNA BOOK Complete in one deluxe hard volume 12.95 
CONVERSATIONS WITH SRILA PRABHUPADA PART 1 SPECIAL: 199.00 
Transcripts of all moming walks &room conversations, limited edition. 20 volumes, 
up to July 1976. Twenty volumes printed & ready to shipl 
CONVERSATIONS WITH SRILA PRABHUPADA PART 2 
For old or new subscribers 155.00 
The next 17 volumes, July '76 to Nov '77, the completion. Ten are in stOCk, the last 
seven will be sent in March '91. 
CONVERSATIONS COMPLETE SET 37 BOOKS 349.00 

PREVIOUS ACHARYAS 
SEE LISTINGS UNDER NEW JAIPUR PRESS FOR ACHARYA BIOGRAPHIES 
SRI MANAH S1KSA by Srila Raghunath das Goswami 8.95 
Preaching To The Mind purports by Bhaktivinode Thakur 104 pgs 
SRI CHAITANYA MAHAPRABHU His Life &Precepts (hard) 4.95 
by Bhaktivinode Thakura (this bk came 1896 to Canada) 
BRAHMA SAMHITA: Hymn of the Universal Creator (soft) 2.95 
by Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura & Lord Brahma 
'NECTAR OF INSTRUCTION by Rupa Goswami 1.00 
'LIFE OF RAMANUJACHARYA by Naimisaranya dasa 8.95 
Excellent biography, hard, 200 pgs 
NAMA HATTA: MARKETING OF THE HOLY NAME 80 pg 
HARt·NAMA CHtNTAMANI & NAMA BHAJANA 150 pg 
SPECIAL ON BOTH ABOVE BHAKTIVINODA THAKURA BOOKS 6.50 

SCHOLARS & SCIENTISTS 
MY SWEET LORD by Dr. Kim Kno~ Leeds University 8.95 
A scholar examines favorably the Hare Krsna Movement 
VEDIC COSMOGRAPHY & ASTRONOMY Sadaputa dasa 9.95 
Explains Fifth Canto, celestial geometry, mystic powers, Vedic math, space travel, 
UFO's, the moon fligh~ etc! 
MECHANISTIC & NON·MECHANISTIC SCIENCE Sadaputa dasa) 9.95 
Exposes fallacies of modern scientific theories 
'ORIGINS magazine: Vedic analysis of modem science 0.75 
THE DARK LORD by Larry Shinn soft, 204 pgs 14.95 
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Scholarly, unbiased analysis on ISKCON's 22 yrs.
 
"-SCIENCE Of YOGA 210 pgs 1.00
 
Chinese scientist discovers Krishna.
 

OlHER PUBUCA110NS 
THE SPIRITUAL MASTER & THE DISCIPLE 9.95 
compiled by Subhananda das from Prabhupada's books: out of print lor 10 years, 
now back in stock in limited quantities 
PRABHUPADA AT RADHA DAMODAR Mahanidhi Swami 6.00 
History of this temple & Prabhupada's pastimes there 80 pgs. 
VRINDAVAN DAYS Hayagriva dasa relates 1972 12.95 
Pastimes with Prabhupada, 90 photos, nectar 
VAISHNAVA KANTHAHARA: trans!. by Krishna Balarama Svami 12.95 
ANECKLACE FOR THE SURRENDERED SOUL. Comprehensive compilation on 
scope &nature of devotional life. Hardcover, very nice. 
-WHO ARE THEY? Magazine: all about Hare Krishnas 0.20 
FOUR ARGUMENTS FOR ELIMINATION Of TELEVISION 7.50 
By J Mander, reveals insidious nature of TV 
CURRENTS OF DEATH by Paul Brodeur: the real story & facts on radiation from 
computers, power lines &electrical appliances. Truth revealed! Hardcover 300 pgs. 
12.95 
-HARE KRISHNA EXPLOSION (soft) by Hayagriva dasa 5.00 
The start of Prabhupada's movement 1966 to 1968 
-FOR GIRLS ONLY PLEASE facts of life by Visvadhika dasi 3.50 
Vaishnava outlook lor modern world's boys & girls 
VAISHNAVA SONGBOOK spiralbound 6.00 
All temple songs and prayers plus much more 
TEMPLE BHAJAN BOOK 43 pg booklet 1.75 
main temple songs and mantras 
-GLORIES OF CHAITANYA MAHAPRABHU by Kusakrata dasa 2.00 
Compendium of Vaishnava texts, 62 pgs. of nectar 
-HE LIVES FOREVER: On Separation from Prabhupada 3.00 
KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS AT HOME by Mahatma dasa 1.25 
Small practical guide lor those who want KC at home 
PUZZLES & QUIZZES lor devotees, crosswords too 4.50 
-PRABHUPADA VYASAPWA BOOKS Endless photos! 
1982, 1983 softcovers each 3.00 
1979..hardcovers each 5.00 
1990 softcover Vyasa Puja book each 12.00 

AYURVEDA, GEMS, ASTROLOGY &
 
OlHERITEMS
 

DAILY HEALTH IN THE AYU fWEDIC SYSTEM by Aja dasa 3.50 
InvaluablA secrets from Vedas lor good health 
LESSONS FROM THE AYURVEDA by Navayauvana das 4.95 
AYURVEDIC HEALING by Dr DFrawley 17.50 
AComprehensive Guide, 375 pg, most complete book on Ayurveda lor the West yet 
THE ASTROLOGY OF THE SEERS by Dr DFrawley 17.50 
Atotal presentation of Vedic astrology and remedial measures of gems, mantras, 
yantras, deities, herbs, and medicallAyurvedic astrology 346 pg 
AYURVEDIC CURES FOR COMMON DISEASES (Murthy Pandey) 8.50 
Soft 200 pgs, useful, lists medicines to use 
HANDBOOK OF AYURVEDA by V.B. Dash (soft, 246 pg) 12.95 
Top Ayurvedic authority, indexed, scholarly text 
"HOW TO READ YOUR HOROSCOPE Nalinikanta dasa 3.00 
Everything on Eastern astrology, casting charts. Very easy to use: read anyone's 
chart with this 
JESUS LIVED IN INDIA: 12.95 
His unknown life belore and after the Crucifixion 250 pg soft, by H.Kersten. Massive 
evidence of Christ as yogi in India 
"LOST YEARS OF JESUS (soft) similar content 2.95 
"PLANETARY GEMOLOGY: by Hrishikesh dasa 3.95 
Based on Garuda Purana, authorized gem therapy 
HEALING POWER OF GEMSTONES by H.Johari, 240 pgs 12.95 
Information from Eastern astrology, Ayurveda & tantra to benefit from gems in 

health, consciousness & Iortune.
 
YOGA Of HERBS Drs DFrawley & Vasant Lad __ ~'.J!:
 

Ayurvedic Guide to Herbal Medicine, 255 pgs
 
BACK TO EDEN Jethro Kloss classic 1000+ pgs _(.J!:
 
AYURVEDA: SCIENCE Of HEALING Dr Vasant Lad _ U5
 
Practical for westem Ayurvedic applications
 

CASSE I IETAPES 

.... 10.00 
............ 25.00 

...................25.00 
.. 25.00 

ASSORTED LECTURES BY HIS DIVINE GRACE A.C. 
BHAKTIVEDANTA SWAMI PRABHUPADA $1.50 

10 to 25 $1.40 or 26 to 50 $1.2551+ $1.00 
PRABHUPADA BHAJANS SET of 35 C·90 tapes, wonderful 70.00 
Now this is the heavy nectar! First time release 
FOUR FAVORITE PRABHUPADA BHAJANS SKO,SK2,SK3,KT1 16.95 
SINGLE PRABHUPADA BHAJANS: SKO, 81<2, SK3, KT1 each 4.50 
FULL SET 711 PRABHUPADA LECTURE TAPES 1395.00 
A tape a day lor 2 years, get your own archives. Installment plan: send $99 + $5 
postage; get 42 consecutive tapes whenever you send a payment. 
SRILA PRABHUPADA JAPA TAPE 4.50 

MISCELLANEOUS TAPES 
KT·8 or KT·10 VISNUJANA SWAMI classic kirtans ea 4.50 
KT·5 LA and NY temple recording., ecstatic kirtans 4.50 
RADHA KRISHNA TEMPLE: Govindam, Geo Harrison 1970 4.50 
MRIDUNGA TAPE: Prabhupada himself teaches lessons 4.50 
MAYAPUR SHENAI: Vaikuntha music, AM & PM ragas 4.50 
-SONGS OF KRISHNA by J Wilder & Sivaram Swami 7.00 
9x12 deluxe sheet music book lor main songs, tunes. Anyone can learn kirtan 
melodies for instruments 
-CASSETTE TAPE to accompany the above book 3.50 

COMPACT DISCS 

............... 15.00 
and pu rports 

pada 72 min ......... 15.00 
ndra, Narada Muni Bhajay Vina, 
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PRE FORMATTED VHS rrv VIDEOS 

NEW REVISEDUS11NG 
NTSC AMERICAN FORMAT ARE as shown, from $12 to $25 
PAL FORMAT IN STOCK :'1,4,6,7,8,10,11,13,14,15,17,19 & 23 
"PAL VIDEOS: $15 
'1 PUPPET SHOWS: Aghasura, Ajamila, Bali Maharaj, Dhruva, Haridas Thakur, 
&Remembering Prabhupada: musical I1f Gurukula children! These pastimes of the 
Lord &His devolBes are untiringI 120 min $25 
'2 PUPPET SHOWS color: Govardhan Hill, Jada Bharata, King Chitraketu, 
Madhavendra Puri, Prahlad, Vrkasura, King Nriga These are what our children should 
watch; notTVI 120 min $25 
'3 PUPPET SHOWS & KRISHNA, color: 120 min, Rescuing Lord Chaitanya. From 
sea, Sanalana Goswami, Ramachandra Puri, Sudama Also: VRINDAVAN, LAND 
OF KRISHNA and WORLD OF HARE KRISHNA, I'M) of Yadubara Prabhu's classics. 
Visit Vmdaban (24 min) and tour the Hare Krishna movement at its peak in 
Prabhupada's pnlsen<:8 (34 min). Total 120 min $25 
'4 SRILA PRABHUPADA BEFORE 1969 Color &BW: Happiness On Second Ave, 
Gurudeva, Matchless GifIs, Parannahamsa, Swamiji, Chanting at Hippie Hill (S. Fran 
'67) Remarkable, quality footage of blissful earty days of intimacy with the pure 
devotee; initiations, walks &talks. 120 min $25 
'5 PRABHUPADA NECTAR Color 2 hr, YOUR EVER WELL WISHER, authoritative 
biography of pure devotee (60 min)- years to complete, and ACHARYA ONE & 
ACHARYA TWO, the best footage of SrilaPrabhupada ecstatic, professional 
production $25 
16 PRABHUPADA NECTAR Color 2HR, ACHARYA THREE, ACHARYA FOUR 
and ACHARYA FIVE. Prabhupada with professionials &disciples, conducts daily 
affairs and lalks with his disciples on moming walks. 100% pure devotee nectar, 
highest nectar $25 
'7 CHAITANYA NECTAR, NILACHALE MAHAPRABHU, Bengali film, subtided, 
edited &approved by devotees, drama on life of Lord Chaitanya (80 min BW) 
Also:color I1f Yadubara LORD CHAITANYA - THE GOLDEN AVATAR, the life and 
teachings of Krishna's Kali Yuga avalara (30 min) $25 
'8 CHAITANYA NECTAR 119 min: NADER NIMAI, Bengali film, subtided devotional 
classic:Chaitanya's bir1h to sannyass VERY NICE (SO min BW). SRI CHAITANYA'S 
PURl, narrated by Hayley Mills, tour Jagganath Puri (25 min Color).DEATH AND 
DYING IN VEDIC INDIA, a philosophical 
study of life, death aflartife (14 min Color) $25 
'9 VEDIC LIVING Color, 2 HR: Great series for friends: HEALTHY, WEALTHY and 
WISE: Vegetarian way of life, very well researched &documented, entertaining 
introduction SACRED COW: reveals true economic, social, ethical values of cow 
protection as opposed to slaughter. Educational. COMING BACK: Reincamation 
video: documents past life experiences scientifically, convincing, provocative! 
TEMPLE OF UNDERSTANDING: Evolution to completion of So. Africa's magnificent 
ISKCON temple( documentary $25 
'10 RAMAYANA, Color, 105 min: Epic by (SKCON devotees; the emotions are pure 
&penetrating. Kids love this onel Great music, action and excitement! Years in the 
making Also: BENEDICTION MOON: tour Mayapur- Navadwip dhama, see all 
important places of pilgrimage $25 
'11 MAHABHARATA, Historic Epic of the Pandavas, Color, 120 min: subtided Hindi 
classic, very nice, correct in devotional sentiments, watch over &over again $25 
-'12 THIS IS LIFE Color 2 HR, subtided Hindi film as good as Hollywood's. Juncture 
of Gita &life's traps as hero learns to surrender to Krishna $15 
-'13 PILGRIMAGE TO INDIA Color 2 HR: SOUTH INDIA with devotees to Tirupati, 
Madras, Sri Rangam, and more, this is nectar though not up to fully professional 
standard $15 
'14 GOPAL KRISHNA: Color, 90 min: subtided Hindi film, avery nice rendition of 
Krishna's chilhood pastimes with exquisite Vrindaban &Mathura scenes. Moving!$25 
, 15 PRAHLAD: HARI DARSHAN, subtided color Hindi film very good; Story of 
Hiranyakasipu and his devotee son, Prahlad. (110 min color) $250' 16 DHRUVA MAHARAJ: Another Hindi classic about the s1Dry of five year old 
Dhruva, who left his father's kingdom to find God and became a pure devotee. (110 
min color) $12 
, 17 SITA'S WEDDING: The appearance and youthful pastimes of Sita and 
Rama up to their wedding. English subtides to this great film make it a must see! 
(99 min color) $25 
'18 HARMONIUM LESSONS: Vaiyasaki teaches in 9 lessons how to play expert 

harmonium (90 min color) Also adrama by Gurukula children about 
Prabhupada's life $25 
'19 MRDUNGA LESSONS: the genunine art of playing mridunga is very nicely 
demonstrated to a novice or expert, professional lessonsmake you a kirtan leaderl 
Color 110 min. Also: Color short of Prabhupada on Second Ave, NYC, '67 $25 
'20 SRILA PRABHUPADA ON TOUR: new found material from the archives 
makes an amazing revelation of Prabhupada nectar with voice track: associate with 
the pure devotee nowl $25 
'21 RTVIK DEBATES & DISCUSSION: VVR Staff and GBC debate the guru issue 
in San Diego, Jan 1990: This is the video the GBC later recalled and ordered NOT 
advertised in ISKCON WORLD REVIEWI Four hours, 2videos, color, the set of I'M) 

for $15 
To rent the two videos for 2weeks, ITS FREE: UPON REOUEST. 
122 ADVENTURES OF LORD RAMA The sequel to Sita's Wedding; sub-tidad in 
English: how can you miss this??? $25 
'23 HARIDAS THAKUR Bengali film, color, wonderful story that will set your hairs 
on end in ecstasy $25 
-124 TIMELESS VILLAGE: Beautiful documentary on Vedic village in Himalayas 
on Ganges; award winner $12 
-'25 SRILA PRABHUPADA LECTURE & KIRTAN IN NEW VRINDABAN: Vyasa 
Puja Festival 1972 (47 min B&W) SCIENCE OF GOD: 1972 lecture in Australia 32 
min color SRILA PRABHUPADA LECTURE Bhagwatam 1.8.34 (33 min B&W) 
VEDIC MARTIAL ARTS ancient science (6 min color) $12 
'43 TOUR OF INDIA: KUMBHA MELA, PADAYATRA INDIA, SOOth ANNIVER
SARY CELEBRATION AT MAYAPUR 1986. 2hrs color, all nectar, video tour of the 
holy lands $25 
-'44 MORNING MEDITATIONS: Prabhupada greeting Deities around ISKCON, 
pure nectar for japa meditation. FATE: THE DIORAMA: preaching with spiritual 
diorama. DOES FORD HAVE ABEmR IDEA?: see Detroit projectl SPARK OF 
LIFE: scientific analysis of Bhagavad Gita. A FISH IS JUST AFISH: expose of 
maya $12 
-'45 ATTACK ON FREEDOM: documentary from coalition of religious groups 
showing threat to religion in the form of religious intolerance and gov't actions: 
direcdy effects Krishna consciousness movementl $12 
-'46 COMING BACK: reincarnation feature 30 min. CHALLENGE MY SERMON: 
Umapati at early preaching engagement 30min. KIWI KRISHNAS: documentrary on 
New Zealand devotees (29 min color). PERSPECTIVES: Rupanuga defdy handles 
stiff questioning by Christian TV panel; 30 min $12 
-147 DOCUMENTARY ON THE ANTI.cULT MOVEMENT: ANTI-HINDU SHOW ON 
700 CLUB, PAT ROBERTSON'S TV SHOW, GODS OF ANEW AGE BY HAL 
LINDSEY: These shows lump ISKCON with Sai Baba, Rajneesh, etc. see how 
bigotry is eroding religious freedoms $12 
-'48 CATCH THEM AS THEY GO: Australian devotees 22 min. ABC KRISHNA 
CHILDREN: ideal Gurukula fealure 20 min SPIRfTUAL FRONTIER: feature on simple 
living, high thinking in earty New Vrindaban (24min color). GOOD NEWS DOWN 
UNDER: Australian devollles 31 min.PADAYATRA: brief view of Mahaprabhu's tour 
(12 mcol). HARE KRISHNAFAMILY, short feature (8 min col) $12 

FOR WORSHIP & MORE 
JAPA BEADS neem good quality strong cord 2.SO 
JAPA BEADS Tulasi nylon cord, last forever 5.95 
COMPLETE ARTIKE TRAY with 10 ARTICLES 35.00 
BRASS ARTIKE BELL 3.00 
BRASS 16 Inch ARTIKE TRAY nice shape 7.00 
COUillTER BEADS on nylon, large, won't loosen 1.95 
SILVER STRUNG TULASI NECKLACE 10.00 
ARATI WATER CONCH & BRASS STAND 7.SO 
PEACOCK FEATHER FAN 15" round heavy duty 10.00 
CHAMARA FANS Wood handle, grhasta size 10.00 
FIRST CLASS TULASI NECK BEADS small & long 2.95 
CHILDREN'S TULASI NECK BEADS small & short 1.95 
TILAK CHUNKS several ounces with tilak mantra sheet 2.00 
BEST QUALITY KARTALS medium to large, sweet 18.00 
JAPA CLICKERS while driving etc best quality 10.00 
TULASI SEEDS: Grow your devotion to Krishna:free with order FREE 
TULASI CARE MANUAL: photocopy ..4.00 
FIBERGLASS ADULT OR CHILD'S MRIDUNGA DRUM 225.00 
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Unbreakable 2 headed Vaishnava kirtan/bhajan drum MRDUNGA PARTS heads, 
bumpers, straps etc availableI 
'FOLDING SHEESHAM·WOOD CARVED BooK·STANDIlECTURN 2.50 
MYSTIC TEMPLE INCENSE 12 scents, 18 stick packs, the best! /pkg 2.00 
The best Indian incense: Raj Laxmi, Golden Mogra, Sandalwood, Temples of the 
Wind, Rose, all greatl 
MYSTIC TEMPLE INCENSE small packs 9 stick pkg 0.75 
FINEST QUALITY INCENSE from India by the kilo 40.00 
.......................................................................................................... 1/2 kilo 22.00 

VEDIC ART 
VISHNU PRABHU's RADHA KRSNA PRINT as advertised in ISKCON WORLD 
REVIEW, The All Attractive Couple 25"x30", limited edition, signed, museum 
quality paper: the most amazing Vrindavan scene available yet! Help in the legal 
battle to keep the temples from the anti-cultists! 
Regular price 108.00 
Special to VVR readers only 69.00 
COLOR GLOSSY PHOTOS SRILA PRABHUPADA 8 x 10 inch 5.00 
Beautiful nectarean images, assortment 
'BBT ART POSTERS Prabhupada, large size 2.00 
'COLOR GREETING CARDS Krishna, Gopis, Gopas, Yasoda: 
12 cards & envelopes 3.75 
'POSTCARDS: KRSNA & ARJUNA AT KURUKSETRA 3 for 0.50 
'PRABHUPADA Your Ever Well Wisher bumper sticker 0.50 
'ITALIAN SILK PRINT Radha Krsna 8 x 10 3.00 

CLOTHING 
JAPA BEAD BAGS men's khad; 2.95 
JAPA BEAD BAGS women's chikan eyelet 3.50 
'MEN'S FINEST SILK BEAD BAGS nice tones 6.00 
'MEN'S HEAVY KHADI DELUXE DHOTI top quality 9.00 
'MEN'S DHOTI Even finer quality with border 11.00 
'BOY'S KURTAS inquire for sizes 5.00 
'BRAHMIN'S THREAD standard colton quality 1.00 
'HARINAM CHADDAR silky colton, yellow 4.00 
'WOMEN'S RUFFLED PETTICOAT SLIPS white S-M-L 4.00 
'CONCH BRACELETS thick, quality, carved, white 4.00 
'WOMEN'S CHOLIS 5-M-L, returnable & exchangeable eyelette fancy style6.00 
poplin plain style 4.00 
'WRAP AROUND SKIRTS & CHADDARS, matching set 15.00 
'SILVER ANKLE BELLS each set 12.00 to 25.00 
'KAJAL eye makeup from India 0.50 
PENDANTS: Krsna, Chaitanya, Prabhupada, Nrsingha 1.50 
Crystal glass dome front, beautiful color photo on gold back Wholesale prices for 
10 or more: 1.00 

**PRACTlCAL VARNASHRAM BOOKS 
'RODALE'S ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERBS 18.95 
521 pg Complete growing, using, identifying Color pix, 140 herbs 
'COUNTRY LIVING Introductory guide 5.95 
'JOY OF GARDENING HANDBOOK spiral bound 128 pg 5.95 
'GROWING & USING HERBS SUCCESSFULLY 240 pg 5.95 

'LET IT ROTI Home Gardener's Composting Guide 3.95 
'COUNTRY WISDOM 32 pg BOOKLETS ON TOPICS; EACH 1.00 
POTATOES, SWEET and IRISH; STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES; RASPBER
RIES & BLACKBERRIES; HOW SAFE IS YOUR WATER?; MAKING CHEESE, 
BUTTER & YOGURT; STARTING SEEDS INDOORS; GROW 15 HERBS FOR 
THE KITCHEN; GROW THE BEST TOMATOES; GROW THE BEST BLUEBER
RIES; IMPROVING YOUR SOIL;BUYING & INSTALLING AWOOD STOVE; 
BUYING COUNTRY LAND; 

HOME SCHOOLING PROGRAM &
 
GURUKULA SUPPLIES
 

For learning to read and write, the best method we have found is A Beka. It has a 
Phonics Manual, Blueback Speller, Hash cards and 12 readers which reinforce 
the phonics method. This program is fun for the kids and very easy for the 
teacherlparen~ being designed for home-schooling and small schools, and it has 
been widely used by devotees. The method progresses thru various readers of 
your choice, using our own Vaishnava literatures, supplemented by such classics 
as McGuffey's Readers, Aesops Fables and Panchatantra. 
For grammar and writing! composition we have the ISKCON series of Language 

Arts books by Bhurijana das. Start with the A Beka Method, and after the basic 
phonogram skills are mastered (in 6-12 months), the Readers and Language Arts 
series are used. For grade 6 grammar we use Harcourt 
Mathematics: For Kindergarten, we use Alarka dasi's Krsna's Math A & B. For 

grades 1-6 we use MacMillan '82 Mathematics books, with teacher editions 
optional. 

We teach only Vedic History thru grade 6. Philosophy and scripture is taught in 
all grades, memorizing Gita verses Sanskrit & English, discussing the meanings, 
and reading Prabhupada's books with study guides. For grade 6 and up we 
recommend a home study schooling program available thru a Christian company 
(the Bible study is separate and can thus be left out). Mature students can study 
these home courses under parental guidance, and avoid bad association during 
the teenage years. Krsna conscious education starts with a morning sadhana 
program andpure standards at home. Academics & scripture can be set up as 2
4 periods a day: each 30-60 minutes long. One or two periods for English 
subjects, one for math and some geography, one for scripture and history. 
DESIGN YOUR OWN SCHEDULE, according to your time, children, etc. Short 
breaks between classes help. Armed with text and yoga, teach & fight maya! 

ENGLISH (READING & WRITING) A BEKA METHOD Grades K~: 

'BASIC PHONICS MANUAL (gO lessons) 18.00 
'BLUEBACK SPelLER (use with manual) 4.00 
A BEKA Alphabet FLASHCARDS 2.00 
'A BEKA Phonics FLASHCARDS Large 8 inch deluxe 12.00 
A BEKA READERS for Beginners (series of 8) 4.00 

READERS SERIES: Reding practice with or wfthout A BEKA 
'McGUFFEY'S READERS, boxed set of 7 bks, 1428 pgs, Classic, old timey, 
clean, moral, a must! progresses from grade 1 to 8 18.00 
Grades 1-2: 
'AGHASURA Back in printl delightful colorful 3.00 
'LORD CHAITANYA DEFEATS GREATEST SCHOLAR 1.50 
'CHILDHOOD PASTIMES OF LORD CHAITANYA 1.50 
'TOM'S TRIP TO THE TEMPLE 3.25 
'HOW TO TEACH LETS READ 0.25 
'READING FOR KRiSHNA :.0.25 
Grad", 2·3: 

A: The Epic, large book, full color .4. 
ories of, large color book __ _Il':UU 

storybook, color .. 4.00 
'PANCHATANTRA '2,lar rybook .. 4.00 
'PANCHATANTRA,a, same .. 4.00 
'PANCHATANTRA '4, same .. 4.00 
'BHEESMA 58 pg, illustrat 2.50 
'NALA & DAMAYA g, illustrated . 2.50 
'CHANAKY 40 pg, illustrated 0 
'SHA A 32 pg illustrated . 

1& SATYAVAN 24 pg iIIust 1.75 

"'..• -
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"THE MASTER OF ALL MYSTICS 2.50 
Grlld".3-4: 
"PRAHLAD and the Appearance of Lord Nrisimadeva 1.00 
"KRSNA PASTIMES DELUXE COMICBOOK VOL ONE (Jadurani) 1.00 
'KRSNA PASTIMES DELUXE COMICBOOK VOL TWO 1.00 
"STORIES OF LORD KRSNA (hard) Vol 2 or 3 4.95 
Wonderful color childrens Krsna Book editions 
"SAKSHI GOPAL: Witness lor the Wedding 1.00 
"SONGS OF INDIA book- sing &color about Krishna 1.00 
"AESOP'S FABLES FOR CHILDREN (9x12 hard, 100 pg) 5.95 
FUll color, many fables used by Prabhupada, great! 

ENGUSH: GRAMMAR! WRmNG & 
COMPOSmON 

"LANGUAGE ARTS SERIES: Grad". 1·5. 
TEACHER'S GUIDE TO THE SERIES 3.00 
GRADE 1: LANGUAGE ARTS PRIMER 2.50 
GRADE 3 A, B, C.each 2.50 
GRADE 4 A, B, C.each 2.50 
GRADE 5 A and B.each 2.50 

MATHEMATICS: 
"KRISHNA KINDERGARTEN MATH (2 books in a set) 4.00 

MISCELLANEOUS GURUKULA & 
CHILDREN'S ITEMS: 

SRILA PRABHUPADA ON GURUKULA: Reference Guide 4.50 
"ASSERTIVE DISCIPLINE FOR PARENTS (125 pgs)4.50 Highly recommended: 
deal with child discipline 
"HOMEWORK FOR ALL AGES (all ages, 157 pgs) . 3.50 Inspire students to do 
homework, an essential. 
"GOLOKA ACTIVITY BOOK- large, for ages 4-12, puzzles, games, cut-outs, fully 
Krishna conscious 4.00 
HARE KRISHNA PUZZLES QUIZZES & RIDDLES BOOK 4.50 
by Krsnanandini dasiltranscendental crosswords etc. 
LORD RAMA COLORING BOOK (giant size) 2.00 
INCARNATIONS COLORING BOOK giant size 2.00 
HONOR THY MOTHER & HONOR THY FATHER big coloring book 2.00 
PRABHUPADA'S LIFE STORY COMIC·COLORING BOOK 0.50 
'COMIC BOOKS in English by AMAR CHITRA KATHA 1.00 
Tales of Arjuna: Draupadi : Ravana Humbled: Tales from the Vedas 1-5 : Ganga: 
Prahlada : Buddha: Ravana Humbled: Krishna &Sisupala : Yudhishthira : Savitri 
:Rama: Mahabharata: Gita: Vali : Indra :Jayadratha :Krsna: Orona: Duryodhana's 
Conspiracy: Pandavas in Ekachakra: Ghatotkacha: Pandavas Escape: Draupadi's 
Swayamvara: Yudhisthira's Palace: Arjuna's Exile: Pandavas Return to Hastinapur 
'AN ASSORTMENT OF 20 OF THE ABOVE lor only 18.50 
A SAMPLER SELECTION OF TEN POPULAR COMICS 9.75 

GOVINDA'S KITCHEN AND CUPBOARD 

'ROCK CANDY (SUGAR) DIRECT FROM INDIA 4 oz 0.50 

SPICES: EASTERN & WESTERN
 
CLOSEOUTS II
 

VEDIC SUNDRIES 
'MUSTARD OIL 16 ounces pure from India 2.00 
'COCONUT OIL Large jar, pure ~ 2.00 
Dr.Bronners PURE CASTILLE SOAP 32 oz _ 7.00 
16 oz 3.95 
'MIRACLE ALOE RUB 4 OZ lor skin repair of all types 2.50 
TONGUE CLEANERI SCRAPER stainless tool 4.00 
Ayurvedic secret to health,oral hygiene 
VICCO TOOTHPASTE ayurvedic,herbal 3.50z 2.00 
'VICCO TUMERIC COMPLEXION CREAM the best lor your skin 2.00 
CHANDRIKA SOAP ayurvedic,pure veg oils 30z 1.00 
MYSORE JASMINE or SANDALWOOD SOAP from India 1.00 
THAI DEODORANT MINERAL STONES They work! 3.95 

MEDICINES & MISCELLANEOUS: 
'AMRITA CHYAVANPRASH Ancient Herbal Tonic of India 100% Nat'l Jam, ideal 
food supplement, lots Vit.C half pound size 6.50 
pound size 10.00 
'STARCH PAPERS avoid gelatin caps 200pc 2.95 
'VEGICAPS: Vegetarian capsules (you fill) 100capsl 4.00 
'NATURES WAY GOLDEN SEAL ROOT 100cap 12.95 'AYURVEDIC MASSAGE 
OIL 15 potent herbs 4.95 
Therapeutic, penetrating, relaxing, healthy 
'EUCALYPTUS OINTMENT Ayurvedic, non-oily formula 4.95 
For aches, arthritis, swelling, bruises, pain & cramps 
'BAG BALM Ointment: 10 oz; medicated skin healer 1.75 
'OLD WORLD BEE BALM: Beeswax/honey cream all natural lotion 40z 1.50 
'TIFFIN, Stainless 3 tier large, sturdy 10.00 
'FRUIT &VEGETABLE WASH concentrate; lasts & lasts! 1bottle 2.75 
Removes pesticides, chemicals, waxes, dirt, oil, fungicides, herbicides: 
'KM HERBAL TONIC Krishna's Mercy! 320z. SALE: NOW ONLY 16.00 

WANTED: Retail distributors of Vedic River items sell to devotees in your area and 
make 20-30% profit Items available on credit, no capital required! 

WANTED: Complete copy of Professor Sannyal's CHAITANYA BHAGAWAT 

WANT TO BORROW books, manuscripts, etc. to copy and return for New Jaipur 
Vedic Library 

WANTED: TO LIQUIDATE NEAR COST ALL CLOSEOUTS ABOVE 
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